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We consider the use of epidemiological models to support college
reopening decisions during the COVID-19 pandemic: whether to re-
open for in-person instruction and, if so, what interventions to im-
plement. The central challenge in this use of mathematical model-
ing is sensitivity of predictions to input parameters coupled with un-
certainty about these parameters. Substantial uncertainty remains
today and was even larger when decisions were made for the fall
2020 semester. Moreover, universities’ unique characteristics hinder
translation of outcomes, models and parameters from the general
population: a high fraction of young people, who have higher rates
of asymptomatic disease and social contact, intermixing of these
young people with more vulnerable individuals, and an enhanced
ability to implement behavioral and testing interventions. We de-
scribe how epidemiological models supported Cornell University’s
decision to reopen for in-person instruction in fall 2020 and sup-
ported the design of an asymptomatic screening program instituted
concurrently to prevent viral spread. We demonstrate how the struc-
ture of these decisions allowed risk to be minimized despite parame-
ter uncertainty and how this generalizes to other university settings.
We find, in particular, that twice-per-week asymptomatic screening of
undergraduates provides robust protection against COVID-19 across
a range of parameter settings, including parameters derived from a
retrospective analysis based on data collected in Cornell’s fall 2020
semester. In this retrospective analysis, parameter uncertainty did
indeed cause substantial differences between predicted and realized
outcomes but the quality of the decisions made was nonetheless
high when compared to the best decisions that could have been
made in hindsight.
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Can universities safely reopen for in-person instruction1

during the COVID-19 pandemic? If so, then how? Uni-2

versities across the globe faced this question in summer 20203

and face similar questions today as they contemplate in-person4

instruction with partially vaccinated student populations and5

more transmissible variants with the potential for immune6

escape in fall 2021. This question has significant consequences7

since virtual instruction degrades educational and mental8

health outcomes (1) but virus outbreaks in student popu-9

lations threaten the health of students, more vulnerable staff10

and faculty that interact with them, and community members.11

This question was challenging to answer in summer 2020, in12

part because experiences at the city, state and national level13

do not easily generalize to university populations. Indeed, uni-14

versity populations are younger than the general population15

and thus have increased rates of contact (2) that may elevate16

virus transmission (3, 4). Mitigating this risk but adding17

to the question’s difficulty, universities could choose from a18

broad collection of interventions, many of which would be19

difficult or impossible to implement for the general population: 20

mandatory testing of students upon arrival to campus (5, 6); 21

social distancing measures in and out of the classroom (7); 22

behavioral contracts (8); travel restrictions; contact tracing; 23

and asymptomatic screening (9, 10). 24

Universities have responded to this central question in dra- 25

matically different ways. Many went completely online in fall 26

2020 and spring 2021 while some opened with a few modest 27

interventions (11). Others, like Cornell University’s Ithaca 28

campus (12), opened with an aggressive set of interventions 29

including social distancing, asymptomatic surveillance and 30

travel restrictions. This diversity in approaches reflects, in 31

part, a diversity of circumstance, such as proximity and inter- 32

action with population centers, prevalence in those population 33

centers, availability of housing to quarantine students, and 34

the desires of the surrounding community, all of which should 35

be considered (13). However, it also reflects a fundamental 36

lack of knowledge about how policy translates into outcomes. 37

Even today, with the opportunity to look back on the 2020- 38

2021 academic year, the extent to which university outcomes 39

are explained by interventions, circumstance, differences in 40

under-reporting bias, or luck is not completely clear. Such un- 41

certainty and diversity in approach among universities reflects 42

the larger response to the pandemic, in which US states and 43

national governments adopted dramatically different responses 44

Significance Statement

• The decision of whether to reopen universities directly
impacts 7% of the US population (students, staff) and
indirectly impacts tens of millions more (families, commu-
nities).

• After witnessing large COVID-19 outbreaks among stu-
dents in the 2020-21 academic year, universities are plan-
ning for future semesters despite uncertainty about vac-
cine hesitancy, more transmissible variants with the poten-
tial for immune escape, and community prevalence. They
must decide whether to bring students back for instruction
and, if they do, what interventions to implement.

• While uncertainty in input parameters required by epi-
demiological models introduces substantial uncertainty in
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insight into college reopening decisions that minimize risk.
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to the pandemic despite apparently similar circumstances.45

Epidemic models would seem to offer the power to resolve46

this uncertainty in support of high-quality decisions. They47

allow prediction, customized to the circumstances of a uni-48

versity, city, state, or nation. By varying the interventions49

in silico and observing predicted outcomes one can hope to50

choose the best course of action.51

Ostensibly, this strategy requires predictions to be accurate.52

Unfortunately, epidemic models only approximate reality (14).53

Ever-present uncertainty in model input parameters coupled54

with the potential for exponential growth significantly limit55

accuracy. Small differences in behavioral and biological pa-56

rameters can cause huge differences in predicted case counts.57

As a consequence, epidemic models have been maligned for58

producing inaccurate point estimates (14, 15).59

In this article we demonstrate that, perhaps paradoxically,60

simulation models can support effective selection of COVID-1961

interventions even when they are unable to provide accurate62

point estimates of epidemic outcomes. (The use of epidemic63

models in the presence of significant parameter uncertainty is64

also discussed in, e.g., (16). In such settings, clear communi-65

cation of uncertainties is key; see, e.g., (17).) We demonstrate66

this in the specific context of deciding whether Cornell Univer-67

sity’s Ithaca campus should reopen for the fall 2020 semester.68

In this context, we conducted a simulation-based analysis in69

summer 2020 using a compartmental SEIR model with multi-70

ple subpopulations; see (7, 18, 19) for closely related models.71

Our work contributed heavily to the decision to reopen the72

campus for residential instruction (12) and was used in myriad73

other ways including the choice of screening frequencies within74

an asymptomatic screening program that was a critical part75

of Cornell’s strategy, and sizing of quarantine capacity.76

Our approach hinges on delineating those simulation model77

input parameters yielding epidemics that can be successfully78

controlled from those that cannot. If the set of plausible input79

parameters are contained within the set of safe parameters,80

then we can be highly confident, though never certain, that81

the epidemic can be controlled. At Cornell in summer 2020,82

we demonstrated this to the university administration for83

a suite of interventions available with in-person instruction:84

frequent asymptomatic screening, testing students on arrival85

to campus, contact tracing, social distancing on campus, limits86

on student and employee travel, masking requirements, and a87

behavioral compact curtailing student social gatherings. It was88

also possible that we would have found that plausible ranges89

of the input parameters overlapped the portion of parameter90

space where epidemics would grow out of control, in which91

case we would not have been able to recommend reopening.92

We found that access to regular asymptomatic screening93

(9, 20), with an ability to increase testing frequency if needed,94

was critical. Asymptomatic surveillance was enabled at Cornell95

through a major effort to support large-scale sample collection,96

to retool a veterinary lab to enable high-volume PCR testing,97

and the use of pooled testing. Our analysis and interventions98

were customized to Cornell’s environment, but the results99

would likely generalize to other universities and other settings.100

Indeed, those few universities employing a similar asymptom-101

atic screening approach succeeded by and large in controlling102

campus outbreaks (21–24). See also (25–30) for explorations of103

the interaction of pooled testing and asymptomatic surveillance104

for controlling epidemics.105

We also found it was critical to analyze epidemic growth if 106

in-person instruction were not offered, to quantify the relative 107

merits of the alternative to in-person instruction. Survey re- 108

sults (12, 31) suggested that a significant number of students 109

would return to the Ithaca area even if in-person instruction 110

were not offered. Without the benefits of the legal frame- 111

work offered by in-person instruction, frequent asymptomatic 112

screening would have been difficult to mandate for this popu- 113

lation. Moreover, our analysis suggested that many of those 114

parameter settings in which asymptomatic screening would 115

not ensure safe in-person instruction would also be ones in 116

which a significant outbreak would occur in the local student 117

population under virtual instruction. This resulted in the 118

decision to reopen Cornell’s Ithaca campus (12). 119

The purpose of this paper is to explain how epidemic mod- 120

eling, coupled with careful analysis of input parameters, can 121

provide key insights to those deciding how to keep campuses 122

and their surrounding communities safe. More broadly, these 123

insights are of value to those using epidemic models to support 124

decisions in other contexts during the COVID-19 pandemic 125

and future epidemics. We view the key contributions of this 126

paper to be as follows. 127

• We provide a modeling and decision-making framework 128

for helping universities decide whether and how to open. 129

Central is a careful accounting for uncertainty. A recom- 130

mendation to reopen relies on plausible parameter ranges 131

falling within a portion of the input parameter space 132

corresponding to epidemics that can be controlled with 133

the intended interventions. The same methods apply to 134

modifying interventions midway through a semester. 135

• Central to this question is: what is the alternative? At 136

Cornell, an analysis suggesting health risks would be 137

higher if the campus opened for online-only instruction 138

led to the decision to reopen for fall in-person instruction. 139

• We highlight the value of asymptomatic surveillance, 140

which in addition to enabling early isolation of positive 141

cases, also provides near-real-time information on infec- 142

tion levels. This permits recourse decisions such as in- 143

creased testing frequency, stricter social-distancing, or in 144

an extreme case, moving to all-online instruction. 145

• Our modeling structure can be, and was, employed to 146

provide insight on a host of additional decisions, e.g., 147

what frequency should be used to test each campus sub- 148

population, what is the needed quarantine capacity, and 149

after the end of the semester should asymptomatic surveil- 150

lance continue for the remaining campus population. 151

• We evaluate this framework by providing a retrospective 152

analysis of what happened when Cornell reopened and 153

revisit which aspects of our model were accurate, which 154

aspects were not, and what consequences this had for the 155

quality of the decisions that were made. 156

• We highlight the impact of sensitivity analyses that 157

showed the efficacy of contact tracing. This led to the 158

development and use at Cornell of adaptive testing, i.e., 159

testing all individuals in similar social circles as a positive 160

case, and not just those identified as close contacts. 161

• We explore those qualities of Cornell and the surrounding 162

Ithaca community that enabled a successful fall semester. 163
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(a)
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(c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 1. (a) The dynamics of our compartmental simulation across compartment categories (ellipses). Population counts are maintained for each compartment on each day, and
compartments comprise a category, e.g., “susceptible”, a demographic group, e.g., undergraduates in high-density housing, and the elapsed time in that compartment category.
Solid lines represent virus transmission, disease progression, and the end of quarantine/isolation. Dashed lines represent the effect of testing, self-reported symptoms and
contact-tracing, which put individuals testing positive into isolation and their contacts into quarantine. (b) Sample cumulative infection counts over time, under the nominal and
pessimistic (for residential infections) parameter scenarios. (c) The first-order effect of parameter uncertainty on predicted infections, using a linear model to estimate sensitivity
of infections to each parameter and a range of plausible parameter values. Each dot shows the estimated effect of uncertainty on predicted infections (absolute value of the
regression coefficient times the uncertainty range’s width) with the sign of the regression coefficient indicated in the label. The uncertainty of this estimated effect (derived from
the regression coefficient’s 95% confidence interval) is approximately 60 for all parameters. (d-f) Plots depict the number of infections (lines provide the median; shading
indicates the 10-90th percentile range across simulation replications) as three key parameters vary while holding the others fixed, under nominal and pessimistic scenarios.

Our work adds to the broader literature using epidemic164

modeling in the context of universities. See, e.g., (32) for a165

perspective on the challenges of reopening as informed by a166

variety of epidemic models, (33, 34) for the use of agent-based167

modeling to evaluate mitigation strategies to enable safe in-168

person instruction, (35) for probabilistic modeling of strategies169

to suppress virus spread in dorms and classrooms, and (36) for170

a study of interventions for generic small residential campuses.171

1. Results172

A. Model Predictions and Parameter Sensitivity. We focus on173

Cornell’s main campus, located in Ithaca, New York (37).174

Ithaca is located in Tompkins County with a population of175

approximately 102,000. Approximately 12,000 undergraduates176

(of which 35% live on campus), 6,800 graduate students, and177

10,000 employees study or work on the Ithaca campus. Ithaca178

is 4-5 hours by car from major city centers such as New York,179

Boston, Philadelphia, and Toronto.180

In June 2020 we developed a compartmental simulation181

model to predict infections and hospitalizations for Cornell’s182

fall 2020 semester (Fig 1a). The model contains compartments183

by subpopulation, stages of symptom development and infec-184

tivity, and quarantine / isolation status (Methods A-C). Fig 1b185

illustrates the model’s output under two different sets of input186

parameters, simulating a surveillance testing program similar187

to the one Cornell used in fall 2020. In the simulation results188

pictured, all undergraduates and student-facing employees189

were tested twice a week, grad students and non-student fac-190

ing employees once a week, and off-campus employees monthly. 191

Infections in the Cornell population are roughly proportional 192

to other outcomes of importance (SI 3.E) and therefore figures 193

here focus on this outcome. Since our model is stochastic, 194

there is variance in case trajectories with fixed parameters. 195

A core challenge was significant uncertainty about under- 196

lying input parameters, given that critical epidemiological 197

quantities had not been measured accurately in college pop- 198

ulations for SARS-CoV-2 in June 2020. To represent this 199

uncertainty, we identified ranges containing plausible values 200

for each simulation parameter (SI 3.A) based on information 201

available in June 2020. 202

To understand sensitivity of model predictions to uncertain 203

parameters, we then evaluated residential infections at 2000 204

parameter configurations chosen using a Latin Hypercube 205

design (38) over the collective set of parameters defined by 206

these plausible ranges (while also supporting a sensitivity 207

analysis over four additional parameters used for predicting 208

outcomes under virtual instruction, SI 3.D). We fit a linear 209

model to quantify the first-order impact of each parameter on 210

infections. We then multiply the estimated rate (from this 211

linear model) at which residential infections change as we vary 212

a parameter by the width of the range quantifying uncertainty 213

for this parameter (Fig 1c and SI Table S17). To first order, 214

this value is the change in predicted infections resulting from 215

moving the parameter from the lower to the upper bound of its 216

corresponding range. Parameters for which this value is largest 217

are those that lead to the greatest uncertainty about infections, 218
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Fig. 2. (a) Histogram of median Cornell infections when parameters are sampled from the prior. (b) Parameter values of the pessimistic (for residential infections) scenario
when the range of each parameter has been normalized. (c) Contour plot showing the number of Cornell infections as test frequency and the level of pessimism changes.
(d) Scatter plot showing the median number of Cornell and Ithaca infections for each of the 200 points sampled from the prior. (e) The average number of infections and (f)
probability of shutdown under each of a set of shutdown policies that model the more nuanced decision-making process available to leaders in practice.

whether because our uncertainty about the parameter is large219

or because outcomes are sensitive to it.220

The effect of uncertainty is substantial, with uncertainty221

about several individual parameters creating uncertainties of222

more than 500 infections relative to a baseline of approximately223

250 infections.The parameters that most drive uncertainty224

about infections are those that influence 1) transmission of the225

virus, especially R0 as well as two contact tracing parameters226

and a parameter governing the likelihood an infected individual227

develops symptoms, and 2) our ability to control it through228

testing (test sensitivity). These parameters are described in229

detail in the SI’s Section 1.230

To understand nonlinear dependence on parameters and231

interactions across parameters, we additionally plotted out-232

comes as we vary each parameter individually while holding233

the other parameters fixed. Fig 1d-f shows three of the param-234

eters for which uncertainty has the largest effect on outcomes,235

while others are shown in the SI. In each plot, the two lines236

correspond to two different parameter scenarios described in237

detail in the next section.238

B. Coping with Parameter Uncertainty. Uncertainty about pa-239

rameters presented the central challenge when deciding240

whether it would be safe to bring students back to campus. As241

demonstrated through sensitivity analysis (Results A), simula-242

tion outcomes are sensitive to parameters that were unknown243

in June 2020. This prevented accurate point estimates for the244

number of infections that would result from a particular set of245

interventions. A central theme of this article, however, is that246

accurate point estimates are not a prerequisite for supporting247

good decisions through modeling.248

We show that asymptomatic screening is a powerful measure249

that can be brought to bear against this challenge of parameter250

uncertainty. Any fixed test frequency prevents widespread 251

epidemic growth over a set of parameter settings. A larger test 252

frequency results in a larger set of safe parameter settings. 253

To understand whether a candidate value of 2x / week 254

asymptomatic screening would be enough to make residential 255

instruction safe under plausible parameter values, we formed 256

a Bayesian prior over parameters consisting of independent 257

normal distributions for each parameter. The (marginal) mean 258

and variance of the prior over each parameter was chosen so 259

that the resulting symmetric 95% Bayesian credible interval 260

corresponded to the previously-selected plausible ranges for 261

each parameter (Results A, SI 3.A). The nominal scenario 262

consists of setting each parameter to its mean. 263

We then drew random sets of parameters from this Bayesian 264

prior and ran our simulation for each, to form a prior distri- 265

bution over infections accounting for parameter uncertainty 266

(Fig 2a). In most parameter settings, 2x / week testing is 267

sufficient to achieve substantial infection control but there are 268

some parameter settings where large outbreaks occur. 269

To better understand the impact of interventions like test- 270

ing on robustness to parameter uncertainty, we developed 271

a one-dimensional family of parameter configurations with 272

varying levels of pessimism about the number of infections 273

(Methods D, SI 3.A). This family of parameter configurations 274

is indexed by a pessimism level between 0 and 1, with larger 275

levels corresponding to parameter configurations with more 276

infections. The parameter configuration at pessimism level 277

q is the most likely configuration under the prior for which 278

median infections is equal to the q-quantile of infections un- 279

der the prior, assuming that infections for a given parameter 280

configuration are given by the previously fitted linear model. 281

The nominal scenario corresponds to pessimism level 0.5. We 282
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additionally define the “pessimistic scenario” as the parameter283

configuration corresponding to pessimism level 0.99, indicating284

it as “pessimistic (residential)” in plots to distinguish it from285

a scenario that is pessimistic about a different outcome de-286

fined in Results C. Fig 2b summarizes how the pessimistic and287

nominal scenarios differ. Relative to the nominal scenario, the288

pessimistic scenario significantly increases the asymptomatic289

ratio and transmission rate while decreasing test sensitivity290

and contact tracing effectiveness. These parameters also have291

the largest absolute normalized effect on infections (Fig 1c).292

We then plotted infections using 2x / week testing at param-293

eter configurations across a range of pessimism levels (Fig 2c294

at test frequency multiplier = 1.0; Fig 3c). This level of testing295

is sufficient to keep the number of infections below 1000 in296

all but the most pessimistic parameter configurations. Still,297

there are some parameter configurations where more than 1000298

infections arise, and infections grow rapidly as the parameter299

configuration grows more pessimistic.300

We hypothesized that additional testing could help mitigate301

this risk. We performed simulation experiments varying the302

testing frequency and the parameter configuration’s pessimism303

level (Fig 2c). When the test frequency is low, a pessimistic304

configuration results in many infections (e.g., more than 6K305

infections at 1x / week testing at a pessimism level of .95).306

When the test frequency is high enough, however, predicted307

infections remain low even under such pessimistic scenarios.308

Plots of infections as a function of test frequency and simu-309

lation parameters were distributed in public reports (39), at310

several Faculty Senate meetings (40), and in other open fora.311

These reports also included nominal and pessimistic scenarios312

(SI 3.B) similar to the ones detailed here, though highlighting313

more concerning outcomes. They were an important compo-314

nent of deliberation at Cornell on whether testing could allow315

a safe residential reopening. They resulted in the decision,316

at Cornell, that if the campus were to open for residential317

instruction, we would use a test frequency that was as large as318

could be provided reliably, to maximize the range of parameter319

settings under which Cornell’s strategy would provide effective320

infection control.321

While we focus here on a single outcome, infections in the322

campus population, other outcomes are important: infections323

in the surrounding community created by clusters in the cam-324

pus population; and hospitalization and deaths. As shown325

in Fig 2d and SI 3.E these outcomes tend to move together326

when varying parameters and the overall frequency of testing.327

Thus, for the purposes of understanding the overall level of risk328

and deciding whether to reopen, considering only on-campus329

infections tends to produce the same decisions as would more330

holistic consideration of on-campus and community outcomes331

examining infections, hospitalizations and deaths.332

In addition to testing, which was instituted at the start of333

the semester, a second measure combating parameter uncer-334

tainty is recourse: the opportunity to change decisions based335

on data as it is observed. Among the decisions that can be336

made in this way, smaller interventions include changes to337

behavioral interventions and modifications to test frequency.338

A few large interventions are also available: shutting the cam-339

pus down, taking strong temporary measures to reduce social340

contact, and even sending students home. The effectiveness341

of the above-mentioned temporary measures was of primary342

interest in supporting the decision of whether to reopen Cor-343

nell’s campus. Indeed, a reopening decision that was likely 344

to be safe but not guaranteed to be so under a fixed set of 345

interventions (testing frequency) can be made more safe by de- 346

veloping a plan up front. Whether such safety options exist in 347

the event that estimates are wrong is an important component 348

of deciding whether to bring students back at all. 349

Modeling decision-makers’ ability to halt in-person instruc- 350

tion and shut down the campus upon observing substantial 351

transmission, Fig 2e-f shows outcomes under plans of the form 352

“initiate campus shutdown if confirmed cases exceed more 353

than Y cases in X weeks” as a function of the location on 354

the nominal-pessimistic line. While simpler than the more 355

nuanced decision-making process available to leaders in prac- 356

tice, these plans take a simple interpretable form to support 357

broad understanding, and are reminiscent of CUSUM charts 358

used for monitoring industrial processes for defects (41). They 359

essentially “learn” whether reality is such that infection control 360

is not being provided, and then respond when a threshold is 361

reached. By varying X and Y, one achieves different tradeoffs 362

between acting quickly and “false alarms” in which the campus 363

would be shut down when infection control would have been 364

achieved if it had stayed open. Fig 2e-f demonstrates that 365

adding recourse through shutting down can reduce the risk 366

associated with reopening: in the unlikely event that trans- 367

mission is high enough that the chosen test frequency does 368

not prevent spread, then a prompt shutdown can mitigate the 369

negative health consequences. 370

C. Virtual vs. Residential Instruction. While substantial focus 371

was given to what would happen if universities reopened for 372

residential instruction in the late summer of 2020 (32–36), an 373

equally important consideration is what would happen if they 374

did not. If a university chooses to offer only virtual instruction 375

in place of in-person classes, many students may still elect 376

to return to the university’s local area. This was the case at 377

Cornell, where a significant number of students had signed 378

leases with local landlords for the fall before the severity of 379

the pandemic became clear, and where a survey of students 380

revealed a significant fraction were planning to return to Ithaca 381

even if residential instruction and on-campus housing were not 382

offered (12, 31). 383

For universities like Cornell located in college towns, where 384

the student population represents a significant fraction of the 385

overall population during normal semesters, this influx of stu- 386

dents may represent a significant increase in the number of 387

young people in the area. This could be dangerous because 388

these young people may be socially cohesive and, during nor- 389

mal times, young people have elevated rates of social contact 390

(42, 43). Moreover, a university may have reduced ability to 391

mandate and enforce behavioral restrictions and asymptomatic 392

screening for students taking classes virtually even if they are 393

currently in the university’s local area. 394

Thus, when deciding whether to reopen, in addition to 395

whether the number of infections can be kept reliably low 396

during a residential semester, an additional key consideration 397

is the risk of an outbreak among virtual instruction students 398

and from there to the community. In other words, a key 399

tradeoff is whether to invite back all students and have stronger 400

behavioral and screening interventions, or to have a smaller 401

number of students return but have weaker interventions. 402

To study this tradeoff, we extended our model to capture 403

virtual instruction at Cornell’s Ithaca campus. Under virtual 404
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3. (a) The number of infections in the Cornell community under virtual instruction under the nominal scenario, varying the fraction of off-campus students engaged in virtual
instruction that do not use the offered testing (“persistent non-compliance”) and the total number of off-campus students. If off-campus students’ willingness to comply with 2x /
week optional testing is not sufficiently high, a large number of infections result. (b) Under 200 parameter configurations drawn from the prior, the number of infections under
virtual and residential instruction. Infections are smaller under residential instruction than under virtual instruction in most parameter configurations (blue dots), and when they
are not (red dots) they are not substantially larger (c-d) Number of infections under virtual and residential instruction under a range of parameter configurations with different
levels of pessimism. (c) uses a pessimistic configuration that maximizes residential infections while (d) maximizes residential - virtual infections.

instruction, staff and faculty along with some research-focused405

graduate students stay on campus. They are tested 2x / week406

and are subject to the same behavioral compact governing stu-407

dent behavior under residential instruction. Based on survey408

results and discussions with local landlords, we also model409

some other students returning to Ithaca to live while taking410

classes virtually, outside of the control of the university. We as-411

sume that Cornell offers twice-weekly testing to these students,412

but noncompliance is higher than in a residential semester.413

This extended model included four additional parameters,414

about which we also had uncertainty (SI Table S16). We thus415

extended our parameter uncertainty framework to understand416

the range of outcomes possible under virtual instruction. We417

first generated ranges for these additional parameters based418

on information available in June 2020 (SI 3.A), extending our419

prior probability distribution to include independent normal420

priors for these new parameters. We also extend our nom-421

inal scenario for residential instruction to set each of these422

additional parameters to the center of its range.423

In this extended model, reduced population density lowers424

transmission for unmonitored off-campus students relative to425

off-campus students during residential instruction, but lower426

compliance with social distancing and masks (which Cornell427

cannot mandate to these students) raises transmission. These428

effects can offset each other, or one can be more dominant, 429

depending on parameters. Reduced use of now-optional testing 430

reduces the benefits of this intervention. Fig 3a shows that 431

reduced use of testing by the off-campus population can lead 432

to a substantial number of infections, while outcomes are less 433

sensitive to the number of off-campus students. 434

To understand the relative safety of residential and virtual 435

instruction under plausible parameter configurations, we sam- 436

pled 200 parameter configurations from the prior. Fig 3b then 437

plots the number of infections under residential and virtual 438

instruction for each of these configurations. We see that in- 439

fections are fewer under residential instruction in almost all 440

parameter configurations. In those parameter configurations 441

where there are more infections under residential instruction, 442

the number of additional infections is small. This suggests 443

that residential instruction is a safer strategy than virtual 444

instruction, given the information available in June 2020. 445

Exploring further, we extended each of the 2000 parameter 446

configurations used for our residential infection sensitivity 447

analysis (Results B) to include the four additional virtual- 448

instruction parameters (SI 3.D) and used simulation to predict 449

virtual instruction infections (in the on-campus students and 450

employees and the off-campus virtual instruction students 451

in Ithaca) under each parameter configuration, enabling a 452
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comparison with predicted residential instruction infections453

for each configuration.454

We then set out to identify a new collection of parameter455

configurations of varying pessimism about the relative safety456

of residential instruction compared to virtual instruction. To457

do so, we adopt the same approach used to identify configu-458

rations of varying pessimism about residential infections, but459

taking our primary outcome as the difference in infections460

between residential instruction and virtual instruction (a posi-461

tive value indicates residential has more infections) (SI 3.A).462

The nominal scenario remains the same and corresponds to463

pessimism level 0.5. We obtain a new pessimistic scenario,464

corresponding to pessimism level 0.99. Unlike the pessimistic465

scenario for residential infections, this new pessimistic scenario466

(SI Table S17, Fig S7) decreases R0 relative to nominal. This467

is because the most likely parameter configurations with small468

residential - virtual infections (according to the fitted linear469

model) are those in which transmission is small regardless of470

instruction method.471

Fig 3c-d plots residential and virtual instruction infections472

for the two families of parameter configurations, one varying473

our pessimism about residential infections (Fig 3c), and the474

other varying our pessimism about residential - virtual infec-475

tions (Fig 3d). In almost all scenarios, virtual infections are476

larger than residential infections, and are sometimes much477

larger. Those few scenarios where residential infections are478

larger have few infections in both modes of instruction.479

Thus, modeling suggests that virtual instruction presented480

a substantial risk of high infection counts in the student pop-481

ulation and the surrounding community, while residential in-482

struction would result in lower infection counts under a broad483

range of the most reasonable parameter settings. This was a484

primary basis for Cornell’s decision to reopen for residential485

instruction (12).486

D. Design of Asymptomatic Testing Protocol. Our modeling487

approach was also an important tool for supporting detailed488

design of Cornell’s surveillance testing strategy.489

A first key question was the testing frequency for students490

and employees. Operational constraints limited the total491

number of tests that could be done per day. We hypothesized492

that targeting more frequent testing to those groups likely to493

have higher rates of transmission would provide more robust494

infection control within this constraint.495

We enumerated testing policies consisting of a testing fre-496

quency (1x or 2x per week) for the 6 groups spending significant497

time on campus (e.g., undergraduates living on campus) under498

both the pessimistic (for the residential infections outcome)499

and nominal scenarios, producing 64 testing policies. We then500

discarded those policies not on the Pareto frontier under the501

pessimistic scenario. Fig 4a shows the resulting Pareto frontier502

and highlights the policy that was selected.503

A second key question was the sampling methodology for504

surveillance testing. We considered anterior nares (AN) and505

nasopharyngeal (NP) sampling. While NP is more sensitive506

(44), it is also less comfortable and we hypothesized that this507

discomfort might lower test compliance. Fig 4b, generated508

using our simulation under the pessimistic (residential) sce-509

nario, evaluates this trade-off between test sensitivity and test510

compliance. AN was chosen for Cornell’s surveillance sampling511

methodology in part based on this analysis, because the risk512

of a substantial loss in test compliance caused by NP sampling513

would not be known until after the launch of the program, 514

while the test sensitivity of AN was measured before launch 515

and was known to be sufficient for robust infection control. 516

E. A Retrospective View. Students returned to Cornell’s 517

Ithaca campus for residential instruction in the fall of 2020 518

based in large part on the results of the analysis above (12). 519

An asymptomatic screening program using AN samples and 520

pooled PCR testing was implemented as recommended with 521

undergraduates being tested twice per week, graduate students 522

once per week, and staff and faculty at a frequency between 523

twice per week and once every two weeks depending on how 524

often they were on campus. In addition, students were tested 525

on arrival using NP swabs. Of the student population, 75% 526

returned to the Ithaca campus (45). 527

This provides an opportunity to evaluate with hindsight 528

the modeling described above. Using de-identified aggregated 529

data obtained from fall surveillance, we build and calibrate a 530

model with a revised set of groups based on risk separation 531

observed during the semester. 532

In the revised model we consider employees and students 533

to be two completely separated groups that do not infect 534

each other, because transmission between students and non- 535

student employees was observed through contact tracing to 536

be extremely rare. We separate students into three groups: 537

undergraduates who are in social Greek-life organizations or on 538

varsity athletic teams; other undergraduates; and graduate / 539

professional students. During the semester, observed cases and 540

contact tracing suggested that the greatest transmission was 541

associated with off-campus social activity and co-habitation, 542

especially in the Greek-life and athletics community. Our mod- 543

eling in the summer of 2020 separated students by the density 544

of their housing, but we did not see substantial transmission 545

associated with residence halls, suggesting that this distinction 546

could be removed. 547

We then used observed data to estimate key model param- 548

eters: one governing the effectiveness of contact tracing for 549

students and employees; the rate of transmission between the 3 550

student groups up to a proportionality constant; and the rate 551

of infection from outside sources for students and employees. 552

After, one free parameter remained for employees (trans- 553

mission rate) and one for students (a proportionality constant 554

giving the transmission rate between each student group). We 555

estimated these parameters, separately for employees and for 556

students, by calibrating simulation results to observed data. 557

More precisely, for each population we varied the free parame- 558

ter and calculated the sum of squared differences between the 559

mean of the model’s predictions and the observed cumulative 560

infection count (Fig 5a-b). Fig 5c compares observed total 561

(student + employee) cases to simulation trajectories from the 562

calibrated model. For details see SI Section 2. 563

Fig 5d-f shows results from our retrospective evaluation 564

using this calibrated model, focusing on 2 measures of quality: 565

consistency with the range of plausible scenarios identified 566

earlier; and quality in hindsight of the decision made. 567

First, we evaluate whether the calibrated model is consistent 568

with the range of likely scenarios identified in Results B. A 569

comparison of calibrated parameters (SI Table S20) shows 570

that the calibrated parameters are consistent with our prior. 571

Fig 5d compares observed infections to a range of scenarios. 572

Observed infections were close to the nominal scenario and well 573
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) Select Pareto-efficient testing policies (frequencies for each group) according to median simulated infections. Vertical bars depict the distribution of infections, ranging
from the 10% to the 90% quantile over simulation outcomes. The point highlighted in yellow corresponds to the testing frequencies Cornell selected for the fall semester.
Policies shown are Pareto-efficient policies from the set of policies where each on-campus group is tested either once or twice a week. The dotted lines are simulation estimates
of the expected number of infections if tests are split homogeneously among the on-campus population. (b) Contour plot showing the number of infections in the Cornell
community as test compliance and test sensitivity vary under the pessimistic (residential) scenario.

under the pessimistic scenario for almost the entire semester,574

consistent with their design.575

While the observed values are quite close to the nominal576

scenario’s predictions, this was accidental. Indeed, it was clear577

a priori that model outputs are sensitive to inputs and these578

inputs were unknown, so the predictive accuracy of the range579

across scenarios, in the sense of whether it contained reality or580

not, is more important than whether a point prediction was581

close to the realized trajectory.582

Fig 5d also includes predictions from the nominal scenario583

in our June 2020 report (46). This scenario was nearly identi-584

cal to the nominal scenario reported here, except that three585

key parameters were set to conservative values given the ur-586

gent need to generate recommendations without enough time587

to identify a plausible range for these parameters (SI 3.B).588

This reduced the accuracy of this particular point prediction589

by making it much more conservative, emphasizing the im-590

portance of basing decisions based on a range of plausible591

scenarios rather than a single point prediction.592

Second, we study the quality of the decisions made, relative593

to potentially better decisions that could have been made with594

the benefit of hindsight. We focus on two key decisions: the595

design of the testing policy and whether to reopen campus.596

Fig 5e shows the expected number and range of Cornell597

infections under Pareto-optimal testing policies, testing each598

of the 3 student groups from the retrospective analysis at599

either 1x or 2x per week, and testing employees at a frequency600

averaged across those used in practice. Retrospectively, we601

selected one of many testing policies resulting in few infections,602

but we did not select the most efficient. The most efficient603

testing policies require segmenting the riskiest undergraduates604

(who are in Greek-life organizations or on varsity athletic605

teams), which we did not recognize at the beginning of the606

semester. The figure also shows that there would have been607

limited benefit in increasing the total testing capacity.608

Turning to the question of whether to reopen campus, Fig 5f609

shows the expected Cornell infections for a virtual fall semester610

under our calibrated model as the number of returning un-611

dergraduate students and their test compliance varies. More612

than 80% of the returning students would need to remain 613

test-compliant throughout the entire semester to achieve a 614

number of infections comparable to reopening campus (where 615

fewer than 250 occurred). As discussed previously, enforce- 616

ment of test compliance would have been significantly more 617

challenging in a virtual scenario and therefore, the decision to 618

reopen campus was robust. 619

We conclude that while the benefit of hindsight would 620

have allowed us a modest gain in the efficiency of testing, the 621

decision we selected gave similar health outcomes to the best 622

policies with the benefit of hindsight. 623

2. Discussion 624

A. Use at Cornell. The primary purpose of the epidemiological 625

modeling effort at Cornell was to answer the question: is there 626

a way to safely reopen the campus for in-person instruction? 627

Paralleling this question was the accompanying concern: what 628

are the comparative impacts of the “best” implementation of 629

in-person instruction to the “best” implementation of virtual 630

instruction? The previous section outlined the analysis derived 631

from our models in answering these questions. Specifically, the 632

model provided the basis for determining the overall testing 633

frequency required to limit spread, as well as the refined policy 634

of varying test frequency across university sub-populations. 635

Beyond this primary goal, the modeling framework has 636

many secondary applications. Foremost among these is the 637

ability to do recourse planning: having a baseline model and 638

real-time information about the prevalence of the epidemic on 639

campus enabled measures responding to current conditions. 640

The most visible of these was the color-coded state of the 641

campus, which ranged from the green (“new normal”) to the 642

red alert which called for careful closing of campus, i.e., ending 643

in-person instruction and the emptying of the on-campus 644

dormitories. One of the advantages of the model in its use 645

at Cornell was that it enhanced communication with the 646

community — as a tool for explaining the considerations in 647

making decisions, and for explaining what might happen and 648

why. For example, the limitations on campus behavior imposed 649

by moving the campus alert code from green to yellow could 650
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 5. (a) The log of the root mean-squared error (RMSE) of projected student infections versus α, the proportionality constant that multiplies the contact matrix to obtain the
daily transmission rate. The fitted value of α is where RMSE is lowest, at α = 0.525. (b) The log of the root mean-squared error (RMSE) of projected employee infections
versus employee transmission rate. The fitted value of transmission rate that minimizes RMSE is 0.11. (c) Simulated cumulative case trajectories for all Cornell cases under
calibrated parameters and observed fall 2020 cases, including the pre-semester period prior to the start of asymptomatic surveillance. (d) Cornell fall 2020 cases relative to the
calibrated trajectory and to the nominal, pessimistic, and June 2020 nominal scenarios. (e) Re-creating the Pareto efficient testing frontier based on calibrated parameter values.
(f) Using calibrated parameters to re-create the contour plot showing expected Cornell infections (including students) under a virtual instruction scenario as the number of
returning students and their test compliance varies.

be modeled by changes in the parameters such as the number651

of daily contacts, and so the impact of this recourse approach652

could be demonstrated in a concrete way.653

In addition to these strategic questions, the epidemiological654

modeling provided a framework for considering a broad range655

of tactical and operational policy questions. First, it was656

essential to estimate, and then plan for, quarantine and isola-657

tion capacity. In doing so, the model was used to understand658

both the requirements for the initial arrival period, and for659

the stochastic evolution of demand for these resources as the660

semester unfolded. Second, the model quantified the impact661

of shortening the time between collecting samples and isolat-662

ing positive individuals, which supported the design of the663

testing infrastructure. Third, the Cornell academic calendar664

was restructured to limit impact of a potential “second wave”:665

in-person education ended prior to Thanksgiving and the final666

three weeks of instruction were given virtually. Similar to667

the primary question of virtual vs. in-person education, the668

epidemiological modeling demonstrated the imperative of con-669

tinued surveillance testing for the Cornell community residing670

in Ithaca beyond Thanksgiving.671

B. Use at Other Universities. The conclusions of our Cornell672

study do not directly translate to other universities, but the673

key decisions informed by the model are broadly generalizable.674

Accordingly, our modeling framework can be readily adapted675

to support decision-making at other universities.676

In translating this approach to other university campuses,677

a number of characteristics should be explicitly considered.678

For many of these, Cornell was particularly well-suited for in-679

person education. We highlight the following characteristics:680

• the amount of interaction between the campus and sur- 681

rounding communities, as well as the initial COVID-19 682

prevalence in the surrounding community; Ithaca had low 683

prevalence and is several hours’ drive from major cities; 684

• the extent to which campus culture provides “buy-in” for 685

restrictions on student behavior; Cornell’s administration 686

worked closely with student leadership to create a student 687

compact establishing behavioral norms; 688

• the extent to which restricting travel beyond the imme- 689

diate environs is feasible; again, geography meant that 690

travel beyond campus was generally not common, and 691

restrictions were relatively easy to implement; 692

• the fraction of the campus community that will reside 693

locally for both in-person and virtual modes; as discussed 694

above, many students live in off-campus housing and 695

survey data indicated a significant number would return 696

even for virtual instruction; 697

• the ability to identify student cohorts with elevated social 698

contact, and the social connectivity of those involved; case 699

clusters at Cornell were often connected to off-campus 700

social activity in a small segment of the student population 701

and an understanding of this mechanism for viral spread 702

supported contact tracing; 703

• the capacity of the institution to provide surveillance 704

testing; the College of Veterinary Medicine at Cornell had 705

experience using PCR to track viral infections in animal 706

populations, which could be converted and rescaled to 707
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provide the required capacity, especially since there was708

the expertise to further augment capacity through pooling;709

• the ability to cope with the demands of arrival testing,710

both in terms of contact tracing and quarantine capacity711

(which depends on initial prevalence); in this aspect, Cor-712

nell students’ willingness to self-quarantine in advance of713

their return appears to have limited initial incidence to714

levels below anticipated values.715

In addition to these considerations, there are other local condi-716

tions relevant to the adaptation of our approach that are not717

specifically dependent on our modeling effort. For example,718

we believe that it is important to have appropriate enforceable719

quarantine and isolation space on campus.720

Beyond universities, our modeling framework can be applied721

to other closed (or nearly closed) communities such as cruise722

ships, prisons, retirement homes, homeless shelters (47), mili-723

tary bases, or professional sports bubbles. While differences724

in the behavioral and health characteristics of the populations725

involved, as well as the interventions available, would require726

adjustments to model parameters, any of these relatively closed727

communities could be modeled and analyzed in a similar way,728

coping with parameter uncertainty as discussed here.729

Like most decision-making based on epidemiological mod-730

els, ours has a variety of limitations. Most importantly, our731

results are highly sensitive to input parameters for which732

there was significant uncertainty. Although our results showed733

that our conclusions were remarkably robust, our June 2020734

nominal scenario was cautious in selecting conservative values735

for parameters based on literature and other relevant data.736

Cumulatively, this caused the predictions we released in the737

summer of 2020 to be conservative.738

Beyond parameter uncertainty, our model itself has limita-739

tions due to its simple structure. For example, we assume that740

all members of a subgroup are homogeneous and therefore we741

do not model contact network structure. As a result, while742

it is similar to that used in other analysis (19), our model743

of contact tracing has limitations, e.g., we assume that all744

quarantined contacts are in the pre-infectious exposed state.745

Further, within a single compartment, we assume that infec-746

tiousness does not vary across individuals or over time, in747

contrast to, e.g., (9). Moreover, we model the impact of age748

and its effect on the distribution of infection severity in a749

discretized way. We do not model overdispersion in contacts750

(for example, one individual having many more contacts than751

another) because our prior over transmission parameters is752

based on empirically derived R0 estimates. When infections753

are driven by spread among subpopulations with the highest754

transmission, empirical estimates of R0 naturally correspond755

to transmission rates in these subpopulations.756

3. Methods757

Here we provide an overview of modeling methods. Full details758

appear in the SI.759

A. Simulation Model: Overview. We model COVID-19 trans-760

mission using a compartmental model with Susceptible, Ex-761

posed, Infectious and Recovered compartments along with762

additional compartments to reflect specific characteristics of763

COVID-19 and the interventions applied (Fig 1a). To ac-764

count for asymptomatic and pre-symptomatic transmission,765

the infectious phase is split into 3 compartments: Infectious, 766

Asymptomatic and Symptomatic. Individuals formerly in 767

the Exposed compartment enter the Infectious compartment 768

before randomly being assigned to either the Asymptomatic 769

or Symptomatic compartments. We also add compartments 770

for quarantined non-infected individuals (Quarantine) and 771

isolated infected individuals (Isolation). Due to significant 772

age and social heterogeneity in a university community, we 773

replicate the compartments described above for each of sev- 774

eral university groups. The groups interact via cross-group 775

contacts. In addition, since the severity of COVID-19 varies 776

significantly with age, the probabilities of symptom severities 777

are determined by a group’s age distribution. 778

B. Simulation Model: Transmission. Modeled COVID-19 779

transmission is governed by two variables: contact rates be- 780

tween groups, represented by a contact matrix, and the prob- 781

ability of transmission during any interaction. The contact 782

matrix is estimated using pre-pandemic measurements of age- 783

based socialization patterns. The probability of transmission 784

is calibrated to match external estimates of R0 (2.5 for the 785

nominal scenario). Transmission is modeled as stochastic, and 786

the number of new infections in each group has a Poisson distri- 787

bution with a mean determined by the product of the contact 788

matrix and the transmission probability and the number of 789

non-isolated infectious individuals in each group. 790

C. Simulation Model: Quarantine and Isolation. We model 791

three mechanisms for identifying and quarantining / isolating 792

infected individuals. 793

1. Testing: every day, a fraction of each group is selected 794

uniformly at random to be tested and test results are 795

available the same day. The number of individuals selected 796

to be tested per group per day is determined by the 797

group’s testing frequency. 798

2. Symptomatic self-reporting: Every day, each symptomatic 799

individual not in Isolation has a constant probability of 800

self-reporting their symptoms, upon which they enter 801

Isolation the same day. 802

3. Contact tracing: Each case found through testing or 803

self-reporting is contact traced. (Cases found through 804

contact tracing are not, themselves, modeled as contact 805

traced. This is an approximation of reality that is neces- 806

sary because our simulation tracks counts within groups, 807

not individuals.) Each contact trace moves a Poisson- 808

distributed number of people to Quarantine or Isolation 809

after a 1-day delay. We assume that contact tracing only 810

finds contacts within the same group as the source case, 811

reflecting the social dynamics of college campuses. 812

D. Parameter Configurations of Varying Pessimism. To sum- 813

marize the effect of parameter uncertainty on an outcome (in- 814

fections in a residential semester, or the difference in infections 815

between residential and virtual instruction), we developed a 816

one-dimensional family of parameter configurations with vary- 817

ing levels of risk for each outcome. For each real number y we 818

consider the set of parameter configurations A(y) whose me- 819

dian outcome is equal to y according to the fitted linear model. 820

(All configurations are in exactly one A(y), so this partitions 821

the parameter configuration space.) For each y, we select a 822
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representative configuration from A(y): the one that is most823

likely under the prior. As we increase y, outcomes under the824

representative configuration tend to degrade. We then graph825

the outcome under this configuration versus P (∪y′≤yA(y′)),826

i.e., the probability under the prior of seeing a parameter827

configuration whose outcomes (under the linear model) are no828

worse than those in A(y). We refer to this probability as the829

“pessimism level”. It ranges from 0 to 1, with larger values830

corresponding to representative parameter configurations that831

are more pessimistic. For details see SI Section 3.A.832

E. Retrospective Parameter Estimation and Model Calibra-833

tion. We estimate most model parameters for the fall semester834

(initial prevalence, outside infection rate, a contact matrix835

with entries that are proportional to the inter-group transmis-836

sion rates, and contact-tracing effectiveness) directly from fall837

semester data available in operationally-focused non-research838

public communication (48). These public health communica-839

tions were based on de-identified positive-case, testing, and840

contact-tracing stored along with student life, housing, and841

employee data in a HIPAA-compliant database. This data was842

collected and analyzed pursuant to the urgent public health843

need presented by the pandemic. Additional aggregations844

of de-identified data for research purposes were provided by845

Cornell University and deemed by Cornell’s IRB to not meet846

the regulatory definition of human subjects research.847

Remaining parameters, i.e., the proportionality constant848

scaling the contact matrix for the student group and the849

rate of transmission for the employee group were estimated850

by calibrating the model output to the infection trajectories851

observed during the Fall 2020 semester. As already discussed,852

we consider employees and students to be two completely853

separate groups that do not infect each other. The calibration854

results are robust to the addition of a small but positive855

employee-student transmission term, although such a term856

can change outcomes more substantially in extreme regimes857

where student or employee prevalence is much higher than858

observed in the fall.859
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Supporting Information Text12

This appendix is split into three sections. In the first section, we describe our model and methodology for estimating its13

parameters. Papers we reference in this section are from the summer of 2020 since this is when we were estimating the14

parameters for the fall 2020 semester. The second section relates to calibration of our model in the retrospective study. The15

last section shows the sensitivity of our model to varying input parameters.16

Portions of this appendix have been previously released as part of the communication of our public health work (1–4).17

Code implementing the simulations described is available at https://github.com/peter-i-frazier/group-testing.18

1. Model19

Model Overview. We model the spread of COVID in the Cornell and surrounding Greater Ithaca community using a multi-group20

stochastic compartmental simulation model. Each group is modelled using a discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) with the21

state described below. All these DTMCs are linked together by the transmission process.22

• Number people in Susceptible23

• Number people in Exposed with x days remaining until they become Infectious (ID) for x in {0, 1, ..., 7}24

• Number people in Infectious with x days remaining until they become Symptomatic/Asymptomatic for x in {0, 1, ..., 8}25

• Number people in Symptomatic with x days remaining until they recover for x in {0, 1, ..., 20}26

• Number people in Asymptomatic with x days remaining until they recover for x in {0, 1, ..., 20}27

• Number people in Recovered28

• Number people in Quarantine29

• Number people in Isolation30

• Number people who will be contact traced in future days (allows us to account for contact tracing delay)31

We only maintain counts of the aggregate number of people in each state, not the trajectories of each individual. We use32

the term ‘free individuals’ to refer to everyone not currently in Quarantine or Isolation. Similarly, we use ‘free and infectious’33

individuals to refer to all free individuals that are Infectious, Symptomatic, or Asymptomatic.34

Every day corresponds to 1 state transition of the DTMCs. The transition kernel reflects five key dynamics:35

1. Natural disease progression of infected individuals36

2. Surveillance testing37

3. Symptomatic self-reporting38

4. Contact tracing39

5. Transmission and new infections40

1. Natural Disease Progression. Figure S1 shows the compartments we use to model the progression of COVID. The probability41

that someone transitions from Infectious to Symptomatic depends on the age distribution of their group. Once someone has42

been infected, we assume that they cannot be re-infected.43

The Isolation compartment is for isolated individuals who are infected and the Quarantine compartment is for quarantined44

individuals who are not infected. Once an infected person has been identified and isolated, they cannot create any new infections45

and leave quarantine/isolation after they are no longer contagious. Every day, each person in Quarantine or Isolation has a46

constant probability of being released (to Susceptible and Recovered respectively).47

If a free individual is infected (Exposed, Infectious, Symptomatic or Asymptomatic) and not isolated, they transition48

from their current compartment with x days remaining to the same compartment with x − 1 days remaining. If there are49

no remaining days in their current compartment, they transition to the next compartment. At this time, the length of stay50

in their next compartment is realized and the state of the DTMC reflects this realization. Transitions from Susceptible to51

Exposed occur due to transmission events and at that time their length of stay in Exposed is realized.52
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Fig. S1. Timeline of disease progression in an infected individual.

2. Surveillance testing. Every day a fraction of the group’s free population is independently randomly selected. This fraction53

selected for testing can vary by group but is constant over the horizon of the simulation. We assume that people in compartments54

Infectious, Symptomatic and Asymptomatic are detectable by testing. Each test has a constant independent probability of55

producing an incorrect result (false positive or negative). False positives move people from Susceptible to Quarantine while false56

negatives do not change the state of the individual. True positives move people from an infectious state (Exposed, Infectious,57

Symptomatic or Asymptomatic) to Isolation. Test results are assumed to be available the same day. Each positive case58

identified through surveillance testing produces a contact trace.59

3. Symptomatic self-reporting. Every day, each symptomatic individual has an independent, constant probability of self-reporting60

symptoms. Upon self-reporting, they are moved to Isolation and generate a contact trace. The probability of self-reporting61

every day is calibrated to data provided by the CDC.62

4. Contact tracing. Each contact trace removes a random number of people from the free and infectious population and from the63

susceptible population. Symptomatic self-reports remove more susceptible and free and infectious people since these cases have64

likely been in the community longer than people identified via surveillance testing. We also assume a deterministic (1 day)65

delay between initiating a contact trace and isolating the contacts. The number of people and infectious cases removed is66

calibrated to Tompkins County contact-tracing data.67

We do not contact trace positive cases found via contact tracing. Contact tracing only removes individuals in the same68

group as the source.69

5. Transmission and new infections. We model two sources of new infections. The first is outside infections which refers to infections70

imported from interactions outside of Tompkins County. This is a daily rate per person estimated from travel-related Tompkins71

County cases.72

The second source of new infections is local transmission due to free and infectious individuals. The rate of local spread is73

governed by two parameters: the contact rates between groups and the probability of transmission during an interaction. The74

contact rates are estimated using pre-pandemic contact surveys and account for age-varying compliance with wearing a mask75

and social distancing. The probability of transmission is calibrated to match the R0 of the disease.76

Model Details. We first discuss the intra-group dynamics (disease progression, symptom severity, contact tracing, surveillance77

testing) followed by inter-group dynamics (transmission).78

Intra-group Dynamics.79

A. Individual Disease Progression. Our simulation assumes that the disease progresses through several stages in each infected80

individual, represented in Figure S1.81

Parameters for the length of time in each state are given in Table S1.82

Table S1. Parameters for disease progression in an individual.

Parameter Description Nominal Parameter Value(s) Sources
Time from exposure to infectious Poisson(2) days (5); (6); (7); (8)

Time from infectious to symptom onset Poisson(3) days
Time in symptomatic state Poisson(12) days (9)

P(self-report each day | asymptomatic) 0 Conservative assumption
P(self-report each day | symptomatic) 0.22 CDC planning scenario (10)
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To justify the choice of time in the Exposed and Infectious states: (5) does a pooled analysis and finds the median incubation83

period to be 5.1 days, with a confidence interval of 4.5 to 5.8 days. (8) and (6) find that transmissions can occur 2-3 days84

before symptom onset. Thus we set the time in the Infectious state to be Poisson(3), and subtract its mean (3 days) from the85

incubation period mean to get a mean of 2 days for the exposed state.86

In the simulation we model the time to self-report symptoms (for symptomatic patients) as being geometrically distributed87

with a single parameter that is the probability of self-reporting each day. This was chosen to match the average time from88

symptom onset to hospitalization for influenza-like illness (ILI) according to the CDC (10), which is based on (11). The latter89

paper reports that90

• 35% of symptomatic individuals seek care in ≤ 2 days,91

• 47% of symptomatic individuals seek care in 3− 7 days,92

• 18% of symptomatic individuals seek care in ≥ 8 days.93

We model this as a random number of days that is conditionally uniform(0,2) with probability 35%, conditionally uniform(3,7)94

with probability 47%, and conditionally uniform(8,12) with probability 18%. The resulting mean of this distribution is95

.35× 1 + .47× 5 + .18× 10 = 4.5 days. The daily probability of self-reporting for symptomatic individuals is then chosen to be96

1/4.5 ≈ 0.22 so that the mean time to self-report, 1/0.22 = 4.545, approximately matches this value.97

B. Severity of Symptoms. Our simulation model separates symptomatic from asymptomatic individuals. Over the course of98

the simulation, symptomatic individuals self-report each day with some probability, while asymptomatic individuals do not99

self-report. Symptomatic infections can be of different levels of severity, ranging from mild pneumonia symptoms to critical100

life-threatening conditions. Thus we divide the symptomatic individuals into three different severity levels. In total, we consider101

four different severity levels, defined as follows:102

• Severity level 1: patient is asymptomatic.103

• Severity level 2: patient shows mild symptoms, but does not require hospitalization.104

• Severity level 3: patient needs to be hospitalized, but does not require intensive care.105

• Severity level 4: patient requires intensive care.106

At the end of each simulated period, we allocate the symptomatic individuals to severity levels 2-4 with certain proportions.107

These proportions are estimated from data as explained below. Once an individual is assigned to a severity level they remain108

there; further transitions between severity levels are not modeled.109

Let P (sev i) be the probability that, as a result of a single contact with an infected person, an individual becomes infected
and falls within severity level i. Thus the sum of these probabilities over i = 1, 2, 3, 4 is the probability of infection as a result of
a single contact. Then, the probabilities that as a result of a single contact an individual becomes infected and asymptomatic,
respectively infected and symptomatic, are

P (asymptomatic) = P (sev 1), and
P (symptomatic) = P (sev 2) + P (sev 3) + P (sev 4).

We want to find P (sev i) for the population while considering age-based factors. Specifically, we model how the severity of
the disease varies with age, and that older age groups are more likely to become infected after an interaction with an infectious
person. To that end,

P (sev i) =
∑
age

P (sev i|infected, age)P (infected|age)P (age), where

P (infected|age) = P (infected|contact, age)P (contact|age) ∝ P (infected|contact, age).
The proportionality in the second equation comes from the assumption of a homogeneous well-mixed population within each110

group. Therefore, the distribution of the age of contacts is the distribution of the age of the population in the group.111

Severity Calculation Part 1: Severity and Infection given Age We obtain values for the probability of infection as a function of age112

from (12), which reports the probability of infection through a close contact for different age groups among 4941 close contacts113

traced from early cases in Guangzhou, China. These estimates are given in the first row of Table S2.114

Later, we will estimate the age distribution (P (age)) for Cornell’s fall semester.115

Table S2. Parameters for age-stratified infection probability and severity level distribution. Sources: (12–16).

Age grp 1
(0-17)

Age grp 2
(18-44)

Age grp 3
(45-64)

Age grp 4
(65-74)

Age grp 5
(75+)

P(infection | age) 1.8% 2.2% 2.9% 4.2% 4.2%
P(sev 1 | infected,age) 17.0% 52.0% 31.0% 13.0% 13.0%
P(sev 2 | infected,age) 81.6% 47.2% 65.9% 80.6% 80.6%
P(sev 3 | infected,age) 1.1% 0.6% 2.2% 4.7% 4.7%
P(sev 4 | infected,age) 0.3% 0.2% 0.9% 1.7% 1.7%
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The severity level distribution for each age stratum is estimated from a combination of data sources.116

117

We first estimate P (sev 1|infected, age), the asymptomatic rate for each age group, as follows.118

1. Fix the asymptomatic rate for the 75+ age group, P (sev 1|infected, age grp 5) to 13%. The 13% figure comes from (17),119

where a nursing home in Seattle had 3 asymptomatic cases out of 23 confirmed cases.120

2. To estimate the asymptomatic rate of the remaining four age groups, we attempt to match the following data points by121

minimizing the sum of squared errors, subject to the (assumed) constraint that the asymptomatic rates decrease over age122

groups 2 through 5.123

(a) The CDC estimated that the population asymptomatic rate in the USA was 35% (Source: (10)). Weighting our124

age-stratified asymptomatic rates by the age distribution for the US population we should obtain a value close to125

35%. (Sources for age demographics: (18) and (19).)126

(b) The Diamond Princess cruise ship had an estimated 17.9% asymptomatic rate (Source: (20)). Exactly as we did for127

the CDC US-population rate, we use age strata for the infected passengers on the Diamond Princess to attempt to128

match the 17.9% rate.129

(c) A study of 78 infected patients from Wuhan had the following age profile for the 33 asymptomatic patients: 25th
130

percentile: 26 yrs, 50th percentile: 37 yrs, 75th percentile: 45 yrs (Source: (21)). We attempted to match these131

percentiles. We use the age demographics of China for this purpose. (Source: (22).)132

To this point then, we have estimated the asymptomatic rate for each of the 5 age groups, P (sev 1|infected, age). We next133

divide the remaining probability within each age group into severity levels 2, 3 and 4 using CDC numbers for hospitalization134

rates and ICU rates in the nominal planning scenario (10). By our definition, hospitalization includes both severity levels 3 and135

4, and ICU corresponds to severity level 4. The three equations we need for the three unknowns (probability of each of severity136

levels 2, 3 and 4) are137

1. P (symptomatic|infected,age) = P (sev 2, 3, 4|infected,age) = 1− P (sev 1|infected,age).138

2. Given that a patient is symptomatic, the probability they will be hospitalized is

P (sev 3, 4|infected,age)/P (symptomatic|infected,age).

3. Given that a patient is hospitalized, the probability that they will be admitted to the ICU is

P (sev 4|infected,age)/P (sev 3, 4|infected,age).

The CDC (10) estimates the symptomatic case hospitalization ratio to be 1.7% for age 0-49, 4.5% for age 50-64, and 7.5% for139

ages 65+. The percent admitted to ICU among those hospitalized is 21.9% for age 0-49, 29.2% for age 50-64, and 29.8% for140

ages 65+. We recognize that the age cutoffs are slightly different to ours. We match the CDC’s estimates for age 0-49 to our141

first two age groups, those for age 50-64 to our second age group, and those for 65+ to our fourth and fifth age groups. The142

probabilities of severity levels 2, 3, 4 are calculated accordingly to fit these estimates.143

Severity Calculation Part 2: Age Distribution To complete our severity calculation, we first identify different groups on Cornell’s144

campus and estimate their distribution over the five age groups. The parameter values are given in Table S3.145

Table S3. Information for different population groups on Cornell’s campus. The size of each group as well as the faculty age distribution are
provided by (23); the age distribution for academic professionals, staff, and students are assumed.

Group size
Age group 1

(0-17)
Age group 2

(18-44)
Age group 3

(45-64)
Age group 4

(65-74)
Age group 5

(75+)
Faculty 1684 0% 33.1% 46.1% 17.9% 2.9%

Academic
professionals

1114 0% 90% 10% 0% 0%

Staff 7485 0% 50% 50% 0% 0%
Students 24027 0% 100% 0% 0% 0%

For the Fall reopen, each of the 7 Cornell groups has an age distribution based on the table above. This age distribution146

dictates the severity distribution for each group. We assume that the remaining group (Greater Ithaca) has the same age147

distribution as the US population.148
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C. Contact Tracing. In our model, each positive case identified through self-reporting and a fraction of cases identified through149

asymptomatic surveillance initiates a contact trace. Contact tracing is not recursive, in that we do not model contact tracing of150

cases identified in a contact trace. This is for simplicity, but also because the number of contacts of those identified in a contact151

trace are likely to have had fewer contacts than those identified by self reporting or asymptomatic surveillance, since their152

detection was not triggered by one of these two mechanisms. (Here we use the term “contact” in the sense of potentially leading153

to infection, rather than a more restrictive sense used by the Tompkins County Health Department (TCHD).) Our model of154

contact tracing is necessarily simplistic, since we do not model individuals and their contact networks in our compartmental155

simulation.156

Every positive case identified through self-reporting initiates a contact trace. Each contact trace results in some number of157

individuals isolated and quarantined. We take the number of isolations per contact trace to be a Poisson random variable158

and the number of quarantines per contact trace to be a constant. We assume that the contacts of each positive case do not159

overlap, so in generating the total number of individuals isolated or quarantined based on, e.g., n new positive cases identified160

through self-reporting, we can simply generate a single Poisson random variable with a mean that is n times that for a single161

case. It remains to specify the mean of the Poisson random variable for the number of isolations per initiated contact trace,162

and the constant number of quarantines per initiated contact trace. We assume that the positive case has had, on average, c163

contacts per day for t days, for a total of ct contacts. Contacts are infected independently of one another with probability p.164

Contacts, whether infected or not, are assumed to be remembered by the positive case with probability r. The value of p is165

estimated to be 1.8% in Section H below. The value of c is on the order of 12 or 13, depending on the group, as discussed in166

Section H below. Given that the positive case self-reported, they must be symptomatic, and so t is taken to be the sum of the167

means of the times in the Infectious and Symptomatic states. Under our nominal parameters, this gives t = 3 + 1/0.22 = 7.55168

days. The value of r is taken to be 0.5, in line with anecdotal evidence from the TCHD. Accordingly, the expected number of169

contact-traced infected contacts is ctpr = 0.85. It is reasonable to expect the expected number of contact-traced non-infected170

contacts to be ct(1− p)r = 46.3, but this number reflects a great deal of double counting of individuals. Anecdotal evidence171

from TCHD suggests that on the order of 7 individuals are identified through contact tracing on average, suggesting that the172

number of contact-traced non-infected contacts should be taken to be 7− ctpr = 6.15 under nominal parameters. We adopt173

this figure instead.174

Positive cases identified through asymptomatic surveillance are modeled in the same manner, except that cases identified in175

this manner would typically be identified earlier in the course of their disease, at which point they would have infected fewer176

people. We model this by only initiating contact traces for a fraction of the positive cases identified through asymptomatic177

surveillance. We take the number of contact traces initiated on each day to be Poisson with mean N/2, where N is the number178

of surveillance positives from the relevant day.179

All infected cases identified through contact tracing are pulled from the Exposed, Infectious, Symptomatic and Asymptomatic180

states, in that order of precedence, and enter the Isolation state. All non-infected cases identified through contact tracing are181

pulled from the Susceptible state and enter Quarantine.182

Table S4. Parameters for contact tracing.

Parameter Description Nominal Parameter Value(s) Sources
Fraction of contacts recalled, r 0.5

Contact tracing delay 1 day (24)
Contact traces initiated per screening positive 0.5
Contact traces initiated per self-report positive 1

(Implied) New isolations per initiated contact trace 0.85 Calculation in text
(Implied) New quarantines per initiated contact trace 6.15 (24)

D. Outside Infections. We estimate the probability of outside infection per person per day, which arises from infections imported183

from outside the modeled groups due predominantly to travel outside Tompkins County. TCHD data reports 13.2 travel-related184

COVID cases per month from March 2020 to July 2020. The asymptomatic rate at that time was estimated to be approximately185

50%, so the actual number of cases is estimated to be twice this number, or 26.4 cases per month. Assuming that during this186

period there were 75,000 people in Tompkins County, we arrive at a figure of 26.4/30/75, 000 = 1.2× 10−5 for the probability187

of outside infection per person per day.188

An additional source of outside infections comes from students returning at the start of the fall semester, which we model189

next.190

E. Students Returning and Initial Prevalence. In advance of the fall 2020 semester, New York state required all travellers from191

high-prevalence states to self-quarantine for two weeks upon arrival. The list of high-prevalence states changed throughout192

August 2020, in advance of the Fall Semester. Our analysis is based on New York State’s list of High Prevalence states193

on August 7, 2020. We model the return of students to campus in two phases: (1) a 14-day period when students from194

high-prevalence states arrive and self-quarantine, followed by (2) move-in weekend when other students arrive.195

The modeled student arrival process is summarized below.196

• Some students get tested remotely and are isolated if positive. Others come without being tested. Students coming from197

high-prevalence states are less likely to have test access at home.198
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• Students traveling to campus risk additional infection after being tested at home prior to departure (if they are tested)199

and during travel.200

• Students are required to be tested upon arrival as a condition for enrollment. Students are strongly encouraged to use the201

first available testing date, though some will instead choose to be tested later. Positives are isolated, including some false202

positives. If a student comes from a high-prevalence state, then the student is required to self-quarantine for 14 days.203

• Some positive cases already exist on campus due to infections from the greater Ithaca area.204

• Some positive cases among incoming students are missed because of false negatives and because some students are early205

enough in their infection to not be PCR-detectable.206

• These two sources of cases (existing and new) combine to create an on-campus prevalence.207

• This on-campus prevalence creates additional cases on campus. Some additional cases are also created on campus due to208

outside infections from the greater Ithaca area.209

• During the two-week period before the move-in weekend, regular surveillance testing had not begun, but contact tracing210

was underway.211

E.1. 14-day self quarantine. Here we discuss the model for the arrival of students from high-prevalence states for which New York212

State requires a mandatory 14-day self-quarantine. The students among these that have access to housing in which they can213

self-quarantine are modeled as arriving in Ithaca two weeks before classes start. Other students in this group without such214

housing are modeled as either choosing to start classes virtually or, in a few cases, coming to Ithaca without complying with215

the required quarantine period in violation of state law.216

Incoming Student Population Sizes: Student data suggested that roughly 33% of the undergraduate students and 23% of the217

graduate / professional students have homes in states designated by New York State as “high prevalence” requiring mandatory218

quarantine.219

We assume that many such students with off-campus housing will spend the mandatory quarantine period in Ithaca in220

that housing. For students that originally planned to be in on-campus housing, we assume that the majority will not come to221

Ithaca at the start of the semester but rather will begin the semester online; a small fraction will quarantine somewhere outside222

Ithaca and return during the move-in weekend; while another small fraction will fail to comply with the law, either using223

non-compliant quarantine in shared housing in Ithaca, or by arriving during move-in weekend without having quarantined.224

Assuming that 10% of continuing undergraduates and 75% of continuing graduate / professional students have stayed in Ithaca,225

the total number of students arriving 2 weeks in advance from high prevalence states is 3750, including 2500 undergraduate226

students and 1250 graduate / professional students.227

Compliance: Despite the mandatory self-quarantine order, we do not assume full compliance. We estimate the daily228

transmission rate to be reduced by 40% compared with the nominal setting. We do this to model several kinds of non-229

compliance with quarantine. First, some students required to quarantine may do so in non-compliant locations shared with230

others. Second, some students may break quarantine and have social interaction. Third, although students were asked to test231

on arrival (so that positives can be isolated and monitored, reducing the danger of transmission), testing was offered only three232

times a week so there may be a delay between arrival and the first available test date.233

Testing Before Departure: Cornell students were asked to test before departing to come to campus, but this was not234

mandated due to a lack of test access for some students. We assume that 1
3 of students from high-prevalence states were tested235

at home, and 2
3 from low-prevalence states, both using nasopharyngeal (NP) sampling with 90% sensitivity (25).236

Testing on Arrival: As discussed above, we assume that students are tested once on arrival. We assume NP sampling with237

100% compliance. Because the semester had not begun, and mandatory asymptomatic screening had not started, we assume238

that no other testing is done.239

Prevalence Estimation for High-Prevalence States: Prevalence at the origin of students from high-prevalence states is240

assumed to be 4%. This estimate was obtained by multiplying daily new positive cases, an underreporting factor (assumed to241

be 10, i.e. for each reported positive case there are 9 positive cases not reported), and the average number of days an infected242

individual is active (assumed to be 20).243

Population Already in Ithaca: The total number of students that either stay in Ithaca during the summer or come to Ithaca244

early from other “low prevalence” states is estimated to be 4090 (including 1130 undergraduate students, 2960 graduate /245

professional students). All 10280 employees are assumed to remain in Ithaca throughout the summer. The prevalence among246

the group of unquarantined students and the group of employees is assumed to be 0.1%, which is consistent with the estimated247

persistent prevalence level in the greater Ithaca area during summer 2020. (See below)248

Assuming 31 confirmed cases, which is what was observed over the first 21 days of July 2020, that cases last 20 days, and249

2x-4x underreporting in Tompkins County (less than elsewhere due to excellent testing access), gives 60 - 120 active cases, or250

0.075% - 0.15% prevalence.251

Interactions: During the two-week period before classes start, we assume no interaction between students and employees.252

We use a multi-group simulation consisting of four groups – self-quarantined students, unquarantined students, employees,253

and the greater Ithaca community – to model different behaviors (reflected by daily transmission rate) within and across the254
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groups. As noted elsewhere, we assume 40% compliance with quarantine requirements amongst self-quarantining students. The255

transmission matrix for the self-quarantine period is summarized in Table S5.256

Table S5. Inter- and intra-group transmissions per day during the self-quarantine period, based on the multi-group simulation, which use
contacts from the literature, choose an infectivity calibrated to an estimate of R0, and then multiply to get transmission. Each entry gives the
expected number of transmissions per day from one infected member of the row group to each of the column groups.

Group (pop. size) Self-quarantined Students Unquarantined Students Faculty / Staff Greater Ithaca Community
Self-quarantined Students (3748) 0.031 0.010 0 0.018
Unquarantined Students (4087) 0.0087 0.053 0 0.031

Faculty / Staff (10283) 0 0 0.031 0.027
Greater Ithaca Community (62000) 0.0011 0.0020 0.0044 0.060

Simulation results give us that the initial prevalence among Cornell students in Ithaca immediately prior to move-in weekend257

is 0.17% and 0.087% for faculty and staff.258

E.2. Move-in weekend and low-prevalence states. Prevalence Estimation for Low-Prevalence States: NY state designated a state259

as “high prevalence” if its daily reported number of new positive cases exceeded 10 per 100,000 population. Assuming an260

under-reporting factor of 10 and an average active period of 20 days, this daily new positive case threshold translates to a261

prevalence of 10 / 100,000 * 10 * 20 = 2%. Hence, the overall prevalence in student origins that are not designated as “high262

prevalence” is at most 2%. This prevalence is prior to any testing at the origin prior to departure for Cornell.263

Incoming Student Population Sizes: As discussed previously, in addition to students from low prevalence states we assume264

that a small fraction of the students (300) from high-prevalence states that plan to live on-campus will return during the265

move-in weekend. Although these students will have presumably self-quarantined for 14 days elsewhere, we pessimistically266

assume non-compliance and consider their prevalence upon entering Ithaca to be 4%. Given it is a small population compared267

to students from low-prevalence states (with prevalence < 2%), and the assumed under-reporting factor of 10 is large given the268

access to testing in low-prevalence states at the time, we assume that the overall prevalence among students returning during269

the move-in weekend is exactly 2%. We estimate the total number of students returning during the move-in weekend to be270

10770, including 8180 undergraduate students and 2590 graduate / professional students.271

Prevalence of returning students: Students were asked to test before departure, but this was not mandated due to a lack of test272

access. We assume that 2
3 of the students from low-prevalence states were tested at home, using nasopharyngeal (NP) sampling273

(90% sensitivity). Hence, the fraction of returning students that are infectious is estimated to be 2% ∗ (1− 2
3 ∗ 90%) = 0.8%.274

In addition, we also assume a small per-day infection probability during travel. The travel duration and the likelihood that275

students use public transportation (with an associated elevated daily infection probability) depends on the geographic origin of276

students. Weighting these probabilities by geographic origin of students, we estimate that an additional 0.1% of the returning277

students are infected during travel to campus. Among them, 45% are estimated to be in the Infectious state upon arrival278

(which can be detected with probability 90%), and 55% are estimated to be in the Exposed state upon arrival (which cannot279

be detected by arrival testing). Assuming arrival testing with NP sampling and 100% compliance, the fraction of returning280

students that are infected and not identified by arrival testing is (0.8% + 45% ∗ 0.1%) ∗ 10% + 55% ∗ 0.1% = 0.14%.281

The initial prevalence estimates for the student groups combine the initial prevalence estimates from the 14-day simulation282

(local students and self-quarantine of high-prevalence states) and move-in weekend (low prevalence state students) to reflect283

the composition of each group. The initial prevalence of all the groups after arrival and immediately prior to the semester is284

summarized in Table S6.285

Table S6. Initial prevalence estimates for modelling of Cornell Fall semester.

UG high UG low GS research GS class FS student FS not student FS off Greater Ithaca
Initial Prevalence 0.156% 0.161% 0.166% 0.1628% 0.087% 0.087% 0.087% 0.08%

F. Testing Details. For asymptomatic surveillance we assume a sensitivity of 60% for PCR testing from observed self-collected286

anterior nares (AN) sampling, using the same test sensitivity for both pooled and individual testing. This is based on preliminary287

results from a validation effort at Cornell in which paired AN and nasopharyngeal (NP) swabs were collected and tested from288

the same individuals. Testing of AN samples identified 75% of the positives found via NP. As before, we assume a sensitivity of289

90% for NP (25), that all of the positives missed by NP (10% of all positives) are also missed by AN (since these individuals290

would likely have low viral loads), and that an additional 25% of the 90% of the positives found by NP are missed by AN (or291

0.25× 0.90 = 22.5% of positives). This results in a sensitivity of 1− 0.1− 0.225 = 67.5%. Since AN samples are self-collected292

in surveillance testing, which is subject to the risk of improper sample collection, we adopt a pessimistic estimate of 0.6 for the293

sensitivity of surveillance tests using AN.294

This estimate may be somewhat pessimistic, since some studies suggest that NP’s sensitivity is higher than 90% (26), and295

some positives may be missed by NP sampling because of improper sampling technique (27).296

On the other hand, this calculation does not explicitly account for the loss in sensitivity due to pooling. Cornell uses pools297

of size 5 in surveillance testing and retests the original sample when a pool tests positive. Based on existing mathematical298
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models for pooled testing, this procedure should diagnose the same set of positives as does unpooled surveillance, unless the299

sample has a Ct value within log2(5) = 2.3 cycles of the limit of detection. Because SARS-CoV-2 viral loads vary by several300

orders of magnitude (28), the fraction of samples with a viral load in this range is small.301

Inter-group Dynamics.302

G. Group Details. We model the spread of COVID by splitting the campus into 8 groups and considering the interactions303

between groups and among themselves. We also track infections and hospitalizations in each group. The abbreviation for each304

group is in brackets after its name.305

1. Undergraduates living in high-density housing (dorms, fraternity and sorority houses) [UG high]306

2. Undergraduates living in low-density housing [UG low]307

3. Graduate students primarily engaged in research [GS research]308

4. Graduate and professional students primarily engaged in classroom instruction [GS class]309

5. Faculty / staff working on campus who are student facing [FS student]310

6. Faculty / staff working on campus who are not student facing [FS not student]311

7. Faculty / staff working off campus [FS off]312

8. Greater Ithaca community [Greater Ithaca]313

Table S7. Group sizes for modelling of Cornell Fall semester.

Groups UG high UG low GS research GS class FS student FS not student FS off Greater Ithaca
Group Size 6920 8123 3645 4921 3598 3598 1907 4778 62000

H. Transmission. Transmission within and between each group is governed by the “transmission rate matrix.” This is estimated314

first by estimating a rate of contacts within and between each group, and then calibrating the transmission probability per315

contact to a value of R0. There is a transmission rate matrix for summer of 2020 to model the pre-semester period and a316

transmission matrix for fall of 2020.317

The term “contact” is used consistently with the literature, where a contact is defined as a two-way conversation or a318

physical interaction (e.g., a kiss or handshake) (29). Thus, it includes those contacts that are more brief than the CDC’s319

definition of a close contact (6 feet or less and 15 minutes or more).320

We now describe our estimation methodology for both the summer 2020 and fall 2020 matrices in an algorithmic manner.321

1. Choose a nominal value of R0 in the general US population under normal circumstances. We used 2.5 as per CDC322

Planning Scenarios (10).323

2. Choose a number of contacts per day for each age group based on the literature. We use contacts per day from (29).324

3. Choose a transmission probability per contact that matches R0 to get transmissions/day as computed from (contacts /325

day) * (transmission / contact) for individuals, broken down by age. Based on the contact rate matrix from Step 2 and326

the age distribution within the US, the average number of contacts per day within the US population is 12.7. Given an327

R0 of 2.5 and the expected infectious period of the disease, the transmission probability is estimated to be 1.8%.328

4. For each of the groups UG student, Graduate/Professional student, staff/faculty, non-Cornell Tompkins County resident,329

use the age distribution to calculate transmissions / day for each group, under pre-social-distancing conditions. We will330

subsequently adjust for social distancing.331

Transmissions per day for each group under pre-social-distancing conditions, based on the age-stratified contact rates in332

(29)333

• Undergraduate Student: assuming age group 15-19 in (29)334

– 17.58 contacts / day * 1.8% infectivity rate = 0.32 transmissions per day335

• Graduate Students: age group 20-29 in (29)336

– 13.57 contacts / day * 1.8% infectivity rate = 0.24 transmissions per day337

• Faculty / Staff: using the age distributions from Table S3338

– 12.9 contacts * 1.8% infectivity rate = 0.23 transmissions per day339
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• Non-Cornell Greater Ithaca residents: assuming the same age demographics as reported by US census (19)340

– 12.7 contacts * 1.8% infectivity rate = 0.23 transmissions per day341

5. Calculate the rate of transmission between groups using summer case count observations in Tompkins County as well as342

the pre-social-distancing contact rates assumed above.343

• Calibrate impact of social distancing among the Cornell summer-population (staff/faculty + summer-resident344

graduate/professional and UG students) and the Greater Ithaca population. Set R0 in this population to 0.75345

based on the Ithaca Summer 2020 R0 argument below. This means transmissions per day is reduced 70% from our346

pre-social-distancing calculation (which is calibrated to R0 = 2.5).347

• Literature also suggests that younger people are less likely to abide by social distancing regulations (30). Therefore348

we will assume that the impact (multiplier) of social distancing is 50% less effective for students during the summer.349

A 70% reduction for this group becomes a 70%/1.5 = 47% reduction.350

• Using this estimate and the following additional assumptions, we can create an estimate of the summer transmission351

matrix. Assumptions:352

– Undergraduates and course-based graduate students all leave Ithaca over the summer.353

– 75% of research-based graduate students remain in Ithaca.354

∗ Transmissions per day during summer: 0.24 (1 - 0.47) = 0.127355

– All faculty/staff remained in the Ithaca area during the summer and worked remotely.356

∗ Transmissions per day during summer: 0.23 (1 - 0.7) = 0.069357

– The non-Cornell Ithaca community observed 70% social distancing.358

∗ Transmissions per day during summer: 0.23 (1 - 0.7) = 0.069359

– Breakdown of contacts by group:360

∗ Percent of contacts with outside community. From Figure 2A in (29), about 60% of contacts are from361

home, work, school, or multiple. About 20% are leisure. We will assume that social distancing scaled down362

transmissions proportionately, and will model 60% of transmissions for faculty/staff as Cornell-related. For363

faculty/staff Cornell transmissions, the majority of the contacts are within their own group (student facing,364

not student facing, off campus).365

∗ Graduate students will have 75% of contacts, and thus transmissions, be Cornell-related. About 25% of366

these Cornell contacts are with faculty/staff and all others are with grad students. The majority of the367

contact with faculty/staff is with people that will be on campus and student-facing in the fall.368

– Symmetry condition for daily transmissions: The expected daily transmissions between group 1 and group 2 is369

the expected daily transmissions between group 2 and group 1. Therefore, selecting the daily transmission rate370

per person in group 1 with group 2 determines the daily transmission rate of someone in group 2 with group 1.371

6. This results in the summer transmission rate matrix in Table S8. The overall average transmission rate per day (within372

the Cornell community) for summer is 0.0828.373

Table S8. Summer 2020 transmission rate matrix for Cornell.

Groups GS research FS student FS not student FS off Greater Ithaca Expected Transmissions Per Day
GS research 0.072 0.021 0.0009 0.0036 0.0324 0.127
FS student 0.0169 0.018 0.0028 0.0054 0.029 0.071

FS not student 0.0013 0.0051 0.033 0.0036 0.029 0.071
FS off 0.0020 0.0041 0.0015 0.033 0.029 0.068

Greater Ithaca 0.0014 0.0016 0.00087 0.0021 0.064 0.069

7. To derive the transmission matrix for Fall 2020, we assume that the pairwise rates of interaction between grad students,374

faculty/staff and the Ithaca community remain the same as during the summer, but there will be an increase in overall375

transmission due to an influx of students arriving to campus.376

• Younger people are less likely to wear masks and socially distance (30). We assume that students (undergraduates,377

graduate students (course-based)) reduce their pre-social-distancing transmissions by 30%, about half as effective378

social distancing as in Ithaca during the summer. This is more pessimistic than our previous assumption regarding379

graduate research students who reduced their transmissions by 47%. We do not assume an increase in transmissions380

per day of graduate research students with faculty/staff or the Ithaca community.381

• Undergraduates (off campus): Edmunds 2006 (31) surveys undergraduate students and finds that 15.2% of their382

contacts are with people over the age of 30. This represents the percent of their contacts with faculty/staff and383

the Ithaca community. We reduce this number to 10% to reflect the reduced staff on campus. Almost all of these384

contacts are with student-facing staff and there is some contact with the Ithaca community.385
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• Undergraduates (high-density housing) have more transmissions per day with other people in high-density housing,386

half the transmissions per day with the Ithaca community, and the same transmissions to faculty/staff and grad387

students as undergraduates (off campus).388

• Graduate students (course-based) have the same transmissions per day to graduate students (research), faculty/staff,389

and Ithaca as undergraduates (off campus). Inter-group transmissions are selected to approximate expected390

transmissions per day for the group.391

• Grad student (research): we assume 100% of graduate research students are in Ithaca in the fall semester, while this392

number is assumed to be 75% during the summer.393

• All rates between grad student (research), faculty/staff and Ithaca community remain the same as in the summer394

transition matrix.395

8. This leads to the Fall 2020 transmission rate matrix in Table S9. The average transmission rate per day within the396

Cornell community is 0.198.397

Table S9. Fall 2020 transmission rate matrix for Cornell.

Groups UG high UG low GS research GS class FS student FS not student FS off Greater Ithaca
UG high 0.22 0.072 0.0018 0.0018 0.018 0.0009 0.0009 0.0018
UG low 0.061 0.15 0.0018 0.0018 0.018 0.0009 0.0009 0.0036

GS research 0.0034 0.0039 0.072 0.0018 0.021 0.0009 0.0036 0.033
GS class 0.0025 0.0031 0.0013 0.16 0.018 0.0009 0.0009 0.0036

FS student 0.035 0.040 0.022 0.024 0.018 0.0028 0.0054 0.029
FS not student 0.0033 0.0038 0.0018 0.0023 0.0051 0.033 0.0036 0.029

FS off 0.0013 0.0016 0.0028 0.0009 0.0041 0.0015 0.033 0.029
Greater Ithaca 0.0002 0.00047 0.0019 0.00029 0.0016 0.00087 0.0021 0.064

Ithaca Summer 2020 R0 Case counts in Tompkins County in the summer of 2020 are consistent with R0 < 1 among the398

non-Cornell Tompkins County and summer-resident Cornell population. However, the R0 was large enough that importing399

new cases created a not insubstantial number of additional cases. For the purposes of estimating the R0 of the non-Cornell400

community, we focus on July 2020 data.401

First, according to the Tompkins County Health Department (TCHD), the number of new cases per day rose at the beginning402

of July when prevalence nationwide rose, but gradually declined after. If R0 were bigger than 1 in Tompkins County, then we403

would expect that new cases would grow exponentially. The fact that this did not happen suggests that R0 < 1.404

Second, the TCHD reports that 16 out of 31 cases between July 1 and July 21 had relevant travel to a high-prevalence405

region. Let us make the following assumptions:406

• Assume reporting bias is the same for both individuals infected locally and infected due to travel.407

• Assume that all of these cases between July 1 and July 21 resulted from clusters initiated by external travel that happened408

in July, predominantly July 4, and not from clusters that were present in Tompkins County before July. This is based on409

the observation that prevalence in June in Tompkins County was very low. Also, if one assumes that some local July410

cases began due to pre-existing clusters then this will cause our R0 estimate to decrease further.411

• Let us momentarily assume that all clusters initiated by July travel concluded by July 21. This assumption is too412

optimistic, and will create an R0 estimate that is too low — we will adjust for this in a moment.413

In general, in a large fully susceptible population with R0 < 1, each new case creates a cluster that infects 1 +R0 + (R0)2 +414

(R0)3 + . . . = 1/(1−R0) individuals, including the original case. (This ignores the effect of immunity and is accurate for R0415

sufficiently below 1.)416

Then, under these assumptions, to find R0 in Tompkins County in July, we need to find a number such that 16/(1−R0) = 31.417

Solving for R0 we get R0 = 1− (16/31) = 0.48.418

Finally, our third assumption above was too optimistic. In fact, some clusters that started in July due to known travel likely419

still had not finished infecting new people. In light of this, we increase our estimate of R0 to 0.75.420

I. Virtual Instruction. This section looks at the scenario of virtual instruction, where research-based graduate students are on421

campus and subject to mandatory testing and asymptomatic screening and other students are asked not to return. In this422

scenario, some of these students choose to return to Ithaca despite this request. Cornell has reduced ability to enforce behavior423

changes and regular asymptomatic screening as compared with the residential instruction setting.424

This section describes the methodology for selecting parameters for this virtual instruction scenario. In addition to the425

change in undergraduate and class-focused graduate student test compliance, which reflects Cornell’s reduced ability to enforce426

behavior changes among the returning undergraduate population, two sets of additional parameters are changed relative to the427

Cornell re-open scenario: the group sizes (Table S7) and the transmission rate matrix (Table S9).428
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1. Group Sizes429

Table S10 gives the population size for each group for virtual instruction. We assume that the last three columns —430

Faculty/Staff not student-facing, Faculty/Staff off-campus, and Greater Ithaca — are independent of the policy change431

since the people in those groups are very likely to obey the same routines regardless of the scenario.432

Table S10. Group sizes for virtual instruction scenario.

Groups UG high UG low GS research GS class FS student FS not student FS off Greater Ithaca
Group Size 0 3468 1594 1434 3598 1907 4778 62000

To estimate the population sizes for the student groups, we used results from a survey sent out on May 29, 2020 to all433

students enrolled at the time, while attending to two concerns:434

(a) Not all of the students who received the survey responded.435

(b) The survey result does not include students who would enroll in the fall of 2020 for the first time, namely rising436

undergraduate freshmen and new graduate students.437

For the first concern, since 71% of the undergraduates and 48% of the graduates responded, we assume these percentages438

generalize to the whole population. For the second concern, we will explain group by group how we handle it.439

• Undergraduate students:440

– For the UG high-density housing (“UG high”) group: we set the group size to be 0, since on-campus dorms441

would be closed.442

– For the UG low-density housing (“UG low”) group: the number is calculated from 11186*0.31=3486 where443

11186 is the number of undergrads surveyed and 31% is the percentage who responded “very likely” to return444

for a virtual semester. The number of survey recipients, 11186, does not include any of the incoming first year445

students. Using this number, we are implicitly assuming that no freshman students come to Ithaca under a446

virtual instruction scenario, which is conservative in the sense that it under-estimates unsurveilled students in447

this scenario.448

• Graduate students:449

– There are two graduate student groups, GS class and GS research. In the residential scenario, these groups450

have population sizes 4921 and 3645, respectively.451

– From the May 29 survey results, we estimate that 53% of the graduate student population would return under a452

virtual instruction scenario. We assume this percentage applies evenly across both class-based and research-based453

graduate students.454

– We assume that 25% of research graduate students are first years, and 50% of class-based graduate students are455

first years. We assume that non-first-year students in each group are subject to the 53% return percentage,456

from which we obtain 4921× 0.5× 0.53 = 1304, and 3645× 0.75× 0.53 = 1449, corresponding to the number of457

non-first-year students who return to Ithaca from each of the GS class and GS research groups.458

– For the first-year graduate students in each group, we assume that the 53% likely-to-return proportion is reduced459

by a further 90% in the case of class-based students, and 70% in the case of research-based grad students. This460

gives a total of 4921× 0.53× 0.5× 0.1 = 130 and 3645× 0.25× 0.53× 0.3 = 149 first year graduate students461

returning to Ithaca in each of the groups.462

– Combining the above, we get 1434 class-based graduate students and 1594 research-based graduate students.463

• Faculty and Staff464

As we stated above, we assume faculty and staff behaviors are somewhat independent of the scenarios. Thus, we465

keep the faculty populations the same as an in-person semester in each group.466

2. Transmission Rate Matrix467

The transmission rates for virtual instruction are based on the transmission rates for residential instruction with some468

adjustments. As a reminder, transmission rate = contacts / day * 1.8% infectivity rate, and we assume that the interaction469

between faculty/staff within themselves and with the Greater Ithaca community does not depend on scenarios. The470

main idea for estimating transmission rates for virtual instruction is that class-based students would interact less with471

faculty and staff, but more with the Greater Ithaca community. Student interactions among themselves depend on their472

compliance with the behavioral compact (e.g., mask-wearing and social distancing) and housing density in Collegetown.473

We explain each of the transmission rates we have re-calculated below.474

• UG high475
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– Since we assume no one in “UG high” will return, there is no transmission from this group to others.476

• UG low / GS class within-group477

– The virtual scenario has two competing effects: reduced density of transmissions due to fewer people on campus,478

and potential increase in transmissions due to Cornell’s reduced ability to enforce mask wearing, social gathering479

restrictions, and abundant asymptomatic testing.480

– First, we discuss the effect of social gathering and mask wearing. In the residential instruction scenario,481

we assumed that Cornell’s ability to legally mandate mask wearing and social gathering restrictions with a482

behavioral compact resulted in a 30% reduction in transmission between pre-social-distancing periods and483

a residential fall semester. Under virtual instruction, since Cornell will not be able to enforce a behavioral484

compact, we assume that this reduction in transmission (between the summer and a virtual fall semester) will485

be less than between the summer and residential instruction. While one might imagine that there would be no486

reduction in transmission between the summer and a virtual instruction fall given Cornell’s reduced ability to487

enforce a behavioral compact, we optimistically assume a 15% reduction. This has the effect of increasing the488

within-group transmission rates of “UG low” and “GS class” by a factor of (1-15%)/(1-30%) from the residential489

setting.490

– Second, Section 3.1 and Figure 4 of (32) suggest that the mortality rate of infectious diseases rises with491

population density up until population density reaches 200 people per square mile and then levels off. Below,492

we estimate that virtual instruction reduces the population density to roughly 2000 / square mile from roughly493

6000 / square mile under residential instruction. Although the literature thus suggests that there will be no494

reduction in transmissions due to virtual instruction relative to residential instruction, we conservatively assume495

that virtual instruction will result in a reduction of transmissions by 20%.496

– Population-density calculation: For the people who live in Ithaca, according to the percentage in Section A5,497

roughly 30% of the juniors, seniors and class-based graduate students who live in Collegetown are returning498

this fall. Moreover, we estimate that roughly 20% of Collegetown residents are not undergraduates and not499

class-based graduate students. Thus, in total the density in Collegetown is around (0.8*0.3+0.2*0.5)=0.34 of500

Collegetown residents are returning. Since the City of Ithaca has a living density of 5893 people per square501

mile, Collegetown has 5893*0.34=2004 people per square mile for the virtual instruction scenario.502

– Combining the two effects described above, we multiply the residential within-group transmission rate for “UG503

low” and “GS class” by a factor of (1-15%)/(1-30%) * (1-20%) = 0.9712504

• UG low / GS class with faculty, staff and graduate students:505

– “UG low” and “GS class” will have much less interaction with “FS student” and “FS not student” since they do506

not need to see any professors in person. Thus, we assume the transmissions from any “UG low” and “GS class”507

person to on-campus faculty will drop to minimal to be the same as transmissions to any off-campus faculty.508

• UG low / GS class with Greater Ithaca:509

– A virtual semester that shuts down the campus including the dining halls would increase undergraduate510

interaction with Greater Ithaca for reasons like groceries and other necessary activities. However, “UG low”511

and “GS class” are unlikely to leave the Collegetown area very frequently. Therefore, a number larger than the512

transmission rate for UG low / GS class with Greater Ithaca in the residential instruction scenario but less than513

that of GS research would be a reasonable estimate. Thus, we set the transmission rate for UG low / GS class514

with Greater Ithaca to be a little over half of that of GS research with Greater Ithaca, the figures of which do515

not change from scenario to scenario.516

In summary, Table S11 gives the virtual instruction transmission matrix.517

Table S11. Virtual instruction transmission rate matrix for Cornell.

Groups UG high UG low GS research GS class FS student FS not student FS off Greater Ithaca
UG high 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
UG low 0 0.20 0.0018 0.0018 0.0009 0.0009 0.0009 0.0018

GS research 0 0.0039 0.072 0.0018 0.021 0.0009 0.0036 0.033
GS class 0 0.0043 0.0020 0.16 0.0009 0.0009 0.0009 0.0018

FS student 0 0.00087 0.0095 0.00036 0.018 0.0028 0.0054 0.029
FS not student 0 0.0017 0.00075 0.00068 0.0051 0.033 0.0036 0.029

FS off 0 0.00066 0.0012 0.00028 0.0040 0.0015 0.033 0.029
Greater Ithaca 0 0.0001 0.0008 0.0004 0.0016 0.00087 0.0021 0.064

J. Matrix input for simulation. We have previously described how we estimated transmission matrices for the Fall semester518

(Tables S9 and S11). These matrices represent the average number of new infections per day in the column group from each519

free and infectious person in the row group. Unfortunately, our code is not structured to directly take the transmission matrix520

as an input.521
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Instead, it takes the so-called “interaction matrix” as an input, where the mean number of new infections in group i from522

group j in a day is given by523

p ∗ free_susceptible[i] ∗ interactions[i, j] ∗ free_infectious[j]/free_total[j]. [1]524

Here, p is the probability of transmission per interaction, interactions[i, j] is the value of the matrix inputted to the simulation525

at row i and column j, free_susceptible[i] is the number of free and susceptible individuals in group i, free_infectious[j]526

is the number of free and infectious individuals in group j, free_total[j] is the total number of free individuals in group j.527

Note that interactions[i, j] was intended to represent the number of contacts within group j by a single person in group528

i on a single day and free_infectious[j]/free_total[j] is the fraction of the free population in j that is infectious. Thus,529

the expected number of contacts that a free susceptible person in group i would have with a free and infectious person in530

group j would be interactions[i, j] ∗ free_infectious[j]/free_total[j]. We then multiply by the number of free susceptible531

individuals in group i and the probability of transmission upon contact to get the total number of contacts with infectious532

people in group j by free and susceptible people in group i. This recovers Equation 1.533

To convert the transmissions matrix (Tables S9 and S11) to the interaction matrix used as an input to our simulation, we534

will count in two ways the number of interactions between infectious people in group j and susceptible people in group i, and535

set them equal to each other.536

First, consider the infectious people in group j and count their interactions with people in group i. There are a to-537

tal of free_infectious[j] · transmissions[j, i] transmissions from group j to group i. This implies free_infectious[j] ·538

transmissions[j, i]/p total interactions with susceptible people in group i.539

The second way to count the number of interactions is starting with the susceptible population in group i which has a total540

of free_susceptible[i] · interactions[i, j] contacts with members of group j. Of these contacts the following fraction are541

with infectious people in group j, free_infectious[j]/free_total[j]. Therefore, there are a total of free_susceptible[i] ·542

interactions[i, j] · free_infectious[j]/free_total[j] interactions between infectious members of group j and susceptible543

members of group i.544

Setting these two expressions equal to each other and cancelling free_infectious[j] gives us transmissions[j, i] =545

p · interactions[i, j] · free_susceptible[i]/free_total[j]. Given low prevalence, we then assume that the susceptible and546

total free populations of each group are approximately their respective population sizes. This yields transmissions[j, i] =547

p · interactions[i, j] · population[i]/population[j].548

2. Model Calibration549

This section describes parameter estimation and model calibration after the fall 2020 semester ended. Sections A and B550

describe model calibrations for students and employees, respectively.551

Parameter estimation relies on data from the following sources:552

• Aggregated de-identified positive-case, testing, and contact-tracing data collected during the semester and stored along553

with student life, housing, and employee data in a HIPAA-compliant database. This data was collected by Cornell to meet554

an urgent public health need while fighting the pandemic. This data was then aggregated and shared by the institution555

with the authors for research purposes. A determination was made by Cornell’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) that556

the use of this previously collected aggregated data for research does not constitute human subjects research.557

• Data in a publicly available report pursuant to the urgent public health need presented by the pandemic (33).558

The data sources for all parameters are summarized in Table S12.559

Table S12. Data sources for parameter estimates/calibration. “V” indicates that the data is obtained from the HIPAA-compliant database; “P”
indicates that data is obtained from the publicly available report.

Parameter name Source

Student
calibration

Population size P
Observed trajectories P
Arrival schedule V
Testing frequency V
Test compliance V
Outside infection rate P
Contact matrix P
Contact tracing effectiveness parameters V, P
Initial prevalence V

Employee
calibration

Observed trajectory P
Testing frequency V
Outside infection rate V
Contact tracing effectiveness parameters V
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A. Model Calibration for Students. We use a multi-group dynamic population simulation model for the student population,560

which consists of three subgroups:561

• Group 1: undergraduates, with Greek or athlete affiliation;562

• Group 2: undergraduates, neither Greek nor athlete;563

• Group 3: graduate or professional students.564

We employ this population breakdown because we observe substantial differences in infections and contacts for these565

specific subgroups. We set August 16, 2020 - November 24, 2020 to be the time period for our calibration, as the majority of566

undergraduates left the greater Ithaca area at the time of the Thanksgiving holiday. We divide the time horizon into two567

non-overlapping periods: the pre-semester period (8/16/2020 - 9/2/2020) and the in-semester period (9/3/2020 - 11/24/2020).568

Here we describe the parameters estimated directly from fall 2020 data.569

Population size We use students’ degree program information, Greek and athlete rosters, and daily check-in data to divide570

students residing in Ithaca into 3 subgroups, obtaining the population sizes given by the Table S13.571

Table S13. Sizes of the three student groups used in student calibration and projection.

Group Population size
1 (UG with Greek or Athletics Affiliation) 3533

2 (Other UG) 8434
3 (Graduate and Professional Students) 6202

Arrival Schedule Arriving schedules for groups 1, 2 and 3 are determined based on the arrival dates indicated by students in572

their Fall semester checklist, and the move-in schedule for students living on campus.573

Testing Frequency The model does not track individuals and their test schedules. Rather, each member of a population is574

assumed to test on a given day with a given probability.575

• Pre-semester period:576

– Groups 1-2: We divide the total number of non-arrival tests performed (3255) during the period by the total number577

of person days during the pre-semester period (127466) to estimate the testing frequency for the undergraduate578

students in the pre-semester period, to get 0.0255 per day per person, i.e., each person has one test on average every579

39 days.580

– Group 3: 0.581

• In-semester period:582

– Groups 1 and 2: 2/7 per day, corresponding to being tested 2x / week.583

– Group 3: 1/7 per day, corresponding to being tested 1x / week.584

The testing frequency during the in-semester period is consistent with the testing frequency for students assumed in the585

main simulation model.586

Test Compliance We estimate student test compliance to be 97.4%. This value is calculated based on the fraction of scheduled587

student surveillance tests completed over the course of the fall semester (including both on-time tests and those tests that were588

delayed but completed).589

Outside Infection Rate We consider a positive student case to be an outside infection if they satisfied both of the following590

conditions:591

• they did not test positive in an adaptive test, nor were they in the contact trace of other positive cases;592

• they had recent travel history.593

Table S14 summarizes the number of outside infections in each group during the semester and the corresponding outside594

infection rate, which is the number of outside infections divided by (population size of the group × time horizon in days).595

Table S14. The number of outside infections in each group during the semester and the corresponding outside infection rate.

Group Outside infection case count Outside infection rate (per day)
1 5 1.42E-5
2 6 7.11E-6
3 4 6.45E-6

Note that the period considered does not include the post-Thanksgiving period. During the post-Thanksgiving period,596

graduate students tested positive at a higher rate due to travel.597
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Contact Matrix We define the daily transmission matrix T such that the value T (i, j) gives, for each infectious non-isolated598

non-quarantined positive in group i, the expected number of additional positives created in group j on a given day. It is difficult599

to estimate the daily transmission matrix directly from data because we do not observe for how many days an individual600

was positive. Instead, we aim to estimate the contact matrix M . The value M(i, j) in the contact matrix is the expected601

number of positive cases that an infectious individual in group i creates in group j over the course of his or her infection. We602

then assume that the average length of time an infectious individual in a given group spends circulating (i.e., not isolated or603

quarantined) during the fall semester does not depend on their group. Under this assumption, M is proportional to T . Below,604

in our calibration to observed infection counts during the fall semester, we estimate the proportionality constant, α, and then605

T = αM .606

To estimate the contact matrix, we make the following additional assumptions:607

• Each case identified through adaptive testing was generated by a source case in the same group.608

• All positives in the student population created by an infectious student are identified as a close contact of that student609

(even if they were originally identified and tested because of surveillance testing, symptoms, or adaptive testing).610

We first classify the student positives in the in-person semester (184 cases between 8/16/2020 and 11/24/2020) into source611

cases and secondary cases. Here, “secondary cases” include those identified via contact tracing or adaptive testing. The612

remaining cases, identified through surveillance testing, symptomatic self-reporting, arrival testing, or testing positive after613

returning from travel, are classified as source cases.614

Based on these assumptions, we estimate the contact matrix using the following methodology:615

• We begin by identifying all positive cases in each group i. Let this be N(i).616

• For each group j, we count the number of positives in group j that were identified as a close contact of a person in group617

i. Let this be L(i, j). A positive who is a close contact of people in multiple groups is counted proportionally to the618

groups of the people that identified them as contacts. For example, a positive person in group 2 who is identified as a619

close contact of one person in group 1 and two people in group 2 would contribute 1
3 to L(1, 2) and 2

3 to L(2, 2).620

• For each group j, we additionally count the number of positive people that were identified through adaptive testing but621

were not identified as a close contact. In an abuse of notation, let this be L(j).622

• The value of M(i, j) is then (L(i, j) + 1{j = i}L(j))/N(i).623

We use identified contacts in producing these estimates. When contacts are not identified, this could distort the estimates.624

Assuming that contact tracing is equally effective for all source groups and “destination” groups, thus resulting in a constant625

fraction of contacts missed, the fact that we only use the matrix up to a multiplicative proportionality constant should ensure626

that the resulting error is controlled. The resulting contact matrix M is shown in Table S15.627

Table S15. The contact matrix M . Cell M(i, j) is the average number of positive cases in group j that an infectious individual in group i
creates over the course of his or her own infection.

Source cases group (counts) Average # positive contacts in Group 1 Average # positive contacts in Group 2 Average # positive contacts in Group 3
Group 1 (125) (81 + 11)/125 = 0.736 3.5/125 = 0.028 0
Group 2 (44) 1/44 = 0.023 (4.5 + 2)/44 = 0.148 1/44 = 0.023
Group 3 (15) 0 0 1/15 = 0.067

Contact Tracing Effectiveness Parameters Our stochastic compartmental model does not track individuals. Instead, it tracks the628

number of individuals in a collection of different states. This makes it difficult to simulate contact tracing at an individual629

level. Instead, our model relies on the following two parameters:630

1. cases_isolated_per_cluster: The number of positive cases isolated for each contact trace (which models both contact631

tracing and adaptive testing) initiated by a self-reporting symptomatic individual or one identified through surveillance632

testing.633

2. cases_quarantined_per_cluster: The number of negative cases quarantined for each contact trace initiated by a634

self-reporting symptomatic individual or one identified through surveillance testing.635

In the simulation, all infected individuals are considered to be isolated, even if we would not have known in reality that the636

individual was positive and would have initially placed them into quarantine.637

cases_isolated_per_cluster corresponds to the average number of secondary cases identified through an initiated trace638

from a positive case in real life. This can be estimated from the ratio of the number of secondary cases (105) to the number of639

source cases (79), which gives 1.329. In comparison, the effective cases_isolated_per_cluster assumed in the projections for640

the fall is 0.85/2 = 0.43, which is approximately 1/3 of the calibrated value. This in part explains the conservative projections641

for the fall.642

cases_quarantine_per_cluster can be estimated from the ratio of the number of negative cases identified in contact tracing643

(378) to the number of sources cases (79), which gives 4.785. Individuals identified in adaptive testing are not quarantined.644

In summary, our estimated parameters are645
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• cases_isolated_per_cluster: 1.329;646

• cases_quarantined_per_cluster: 4.785.647

Initial Prevalence The model relies on an initial prevalence of free and infectious cases. The calibrated values are648

• Group 1: 5.77 average initial cases;649

• Group 2: 3.37 average initial cases;650

• Group 3: 0.651

For groups 1 and 2, we consider the initial free and infectious cases at the beginning of the simulation to be the union of652

those imported positive cases missed by the arrival test, and those secondary cases infected by arrival positives due to the lag653

between arrival and taking arrival tests.654

This produces 11 cases, out of which 5 cases are in group 1, and 6 are in group 2.655

Then, we estimate the number of imported positive cases missed by the arrival tests based on the number of arrival656

positives, the sensitivity of the arrival testing (assumed to be 90% for nasopharyngeal sampling PCR test) for individuals in the657

post-exposure pre-convalescence infectious period and the probability that an infected person is in the exposed state and thus658

not identifiable by a PCR test (estimated to be 0.2 based on state occupancy times in our model). Hence, for any positive case659

arriving in Ithaca, the probability that it is not identified by the arrival test is P (exposed state) + P (not in exposed state) ·660

(1− sensitivity) = 0.2 + 0.8× 0.1 = 0.28. This implies that for every arrival positive case, there are 0.28/(1− 0.28) = 0.39 free661

and infected cases acting as the initial cases in the simulation. In more detail, (# observed cases) = (1 − 0.28) · (# cases),662

and (# free and infectious cases) = 0.28 · (# cases), so (# free and infectious cases) = 0.28 · (# observed cases)/(1− 0.28) =663

0.39(# observed cases).664

Thus, the number of free and infectious cases created immediately are:665

• Group 1: 0.39× 5 = 1.95;666

• Group 2: 0.39× 6 = 2.34.667

Third, we estimate the number of secondary cases resulting from the arrival positives, due to the fact that students did not668

take their arrival test right upon arrival and hence could infect other students during the testing delay. This is obtained based669

on the contact matrix M (as described above), assuming that each arrival positive in group j infects M(i, j) individuals in670

group i.671

We summarize the number of secondary cases in each group below:672

• Group 1: 5× 92/125 + 6× 1/44 = 3.82;673

• Group 2: 6× 6.5/44 + 5× 3.5/125 = 1.03.674

In summary, the average number of initial cases in groups 1 and 2 are given below:675

• Group 1: 1.95 + 3.82 = 5.77;676

• Group 2: 2.34 + 1.03 = 3.37.677

For group 3, since we did not observe its first positive case after 8/16/2020 until 9/12/2020, we set the initial prevalence to678

be zero.679

Calibration Results We calibrate our model’s projected infections to the actual trajectory within 3 subgroups from 8/16/2020 -680

1/10/2021, as shown below. The total number of positive cases observed within the time period is described below and the681

trajectories are described in Figure S2.682

• Group 1: 120, with 5 arrival positives excluded;683

• Group 2: 38, with 6 arrival positives excluded;684

• Group 3: 15.685
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Fig. S2. Observed infections (excluding arrival positives) among students during the fall semester, shown for each of the three student groups.

Here we tune the parameter α in the simulation, i.e., the proportionality constant described in the contact matrix section686

above. For each value of α, we compute the mean squared error of the simulated results described as follows:687

• Let sim(t, i, j) denote the number of infections on day t in replication i for group j according to the simulation.688

• Let actual(t, j) denote the number of infections observed on day t for group j.689

• Then, the error score associated with α is given by

err(α) =
∑

j∈{1,2,3}

T∑
t=1

(
1
N

N∑
i=1

sim(t, i, j)− actual(t, j)

)2

/T,

where N is the number of simulation replications and T is the simulation horizon.690

Figure 5a in the main paper shows the log root mean-squared error of our model predictions versus α. We see that when691

α = 0.525, the lowest score is obtained. Figure S3 shows the simulated trajectories (25 in each group) when α = 0.525, in692

comparison to the actual trajectories for students cases in different subgroups.693

Fig. S3. Observed infection trajectories for each student group, over the course of the fall semester, plotted along with stochastic sample trajectories from the simulation under
the estimated parameters.

B. Model Calibration for Employees. To calibrate our model for faculty and staff we use a single-group simulation model694

consisting of all faculty and staff with population size 10283, and include all infections that occurred between August 16, 2020695

and January 10, 2021.696

We have access to less detailed data about employees compared with students. In particular, we do not have access to697

contact tracing data for the fall semester. Understanding the difficulties of estimating inter-group transmission rates given698

a lack of contact tracing data, we elect not to partition the employee group (partitions considered included those based on699

county of residence or job type).700

Observing rising infection counts among faculty and staff after Thanksgiving, we decide to include December and early701

January in the period of interest. We divide the time horizon into two non-overlapping periods: the pre-semester period702

(8/16/2020 - 9/2/2020) and the period after (9/3/2020 - 1/10/2021).703

In place of contact tracing data, we leverage “cluster_ids” that were generated from manual review of employee cases.704

An employee case is assigned a cluster_id if that case is believed to be linked to at least one other case at Cornell, with all705

linked cases being assigned the same cluster_id. The use of the term “cluster” is perhaps misleading, since even pairs of706

positive cases that are linked through off-campus contact (often, two employees living together) are given a cluster id. These707
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cluster ids allow us to estimate outside infections and cases_isolated_per_cluster. In most cases, evidence suggests that708

those individuals without a cluster id were infected through non-Cornell interaction. This evidence, when it exists, consists709

of information obtained from contact tracing (e.g., that there is known close contact with a positive non-Cornell-affiliated710

individual) or the lack of other cases at Cornell at similar times in parts of the employee population that would interact with711

the positive individual on campus.712

Here we describe the parameters estimated directly from fall 2020 data in the model calibration for employee group.713

Testing Frequency 0 during pre-semester period; 0.098 per day after. (The latter value is an average across those tested once714

per week and those tested once every two weeks.)715

Outside Infection Rate We classify a case as an “outside infection” if they did not contract the virus through interactions716

with other Cornell cases. (Transmission from one Cornell case to another is not considered an outside infection, even if the717

transmission occurred away from Cornell’s campus.) To estimate the outside infection rate for Cornell employees (faculty/staff),718

we assume that719

• Cases without cluster_ids are outside infections;720

• Exactly one case in each identified cluster is an outside infection, while the remaining cases in the cluster are not outside721

infections.722

Based on these two assumptions, we have a simple formula for calculating the number of outside infections: (# cases without723

a cluster_id) + (# clusters). Below we summarize the outside infection counts during the specified time period.724

• 246 employee cases in total in the date range 8/16/2020 - 1/10/2021; 159 without a cluster_id; 25 distinct clusters.725

• # outside infections = 159 + 25=184 (74.8%); # non-outside infections = 62 (25.2%).726

• Average Daily outside infection rate: 184 / (# faculty and staff × 148 days) = 1.21E-4, i.e., in a population of 10,000727

people, we should expect to see 1.2 infections per day due to travel and interaction with the outside community.728

To address the rising trend in the number of employee cases, in the simulation we used a time-varying outside infection729

rate (measured in infections per day), which is computed by weekly faculty/staff outside infections divided by (# faculty and730

staff × 7 days). We assume that the outside infection associated with each cluster_id occurred during the week of the first731

identified case associated with that cluster_id.732

Contact Tracing Effectiveness Parameters Recall that our simulation quantifies the effectiveness of contact tracing through a733

parameter, cases_isolated_per_cluster, which is the number of cases isolated for each cluster traced. Cluster traces are734

initiated by the discovery of a self-reporting symptomatic individual or by a case found via surveillance testing.735

The number of positive cases isolated per contact trace is lower bounded by 0 and upper bounded by the average number736

of secondary positive cases per cluster. This is because it is only those cases in a cluster that can be linked through contact737

tracing. Here, we think of solo cases without a cluster_id as clusters of size 1.738

To estimate this upper bound, we average (cluster size - 1) across all clusters. There are 25 identified clusters with size > 1,739

containing 87 cases in total. There are 159 cases without a cluster_id. Therefore, the average cluster size is (87 + 159) / (25740

+ 159) = 1.34, and avg (cluster size - 1) is 0.34.741

We choose to use 0.34× 0.75 = 0.255, assuming that 75% of the people found in clusters among Cornell employees were742

found via contact tracing or adaptive testing, with another 25% found via symptomatic self-reporting or surveillance testing.743

This is based, in part, on the observation that a large fraction of Cornell employee clusters are among family members and744

these would almost always be found via contact tracing. We assume that it is rare for positives in the Cornell community to be745

found via contact tracing of people who are not part of the Cornell community.746

Thus, in summary, cases_isolated_per_cluster = 0.255.747

Outcomes are insensitive to the parameter cases_quarantined_per_cluster, which determines the number of negative748

individuals quarantined, because its only effect on infections is to reduce the number of susceptible people that can be infected.749

Given that the fraction of the population quarantined is small, it has little effect on outcomes over several orders of magnitude.750

Because information about employee quarantines was unavailable, we set it to 2.5, a value close to half of the value observed751

for students, since employees were observed to have fewer contacts than students.752

Calibration Results We calibrate our model’s projected infections to the actual trajectory from 8/16/2020 - 1/10/2021, which753

is shown in Figure S4.754
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Fig. S4. Trajectory of employee infections from 8/16/2020 to 1/10/2021, the period used for calibration.

We then plot the root mean squared error (RMSE) between the observed trajectory and the average output of the simulation,
versus the parameter we wish to calibrate, which is the daily transmission rate (# of other Cornell employees infected per day
by a positive Cornell employee). Here, analogous to the error function used in the calibration for the student groups, the mean
squared error is given by

err(α) =
T∑
t=1

(
1
N

N∑
i=1

sim(t, i)− actual(t)

)2

/T,

where sim(t, i) is the number of infections on day t in replication i according to the simulation, actual(t) is the number of755

infections observed on day t, N is the number of simulation replications, and T is the simulation horizon. A lower RMSE756

indicates a better fit. Note that many of these infections occurred between family members who are both Cornell employees757

but infected each other at home.758

Figure 5b in the main paper shows the log RMSE versus employee transmission rate. We see in this figure that when the759

daily transmission rate is 0.11, the lowest RMSE is obtained. Thus, according to our calibrated model, each infectious employee760

infects 0.11 other employees on each day they are infectious.761

Figure S5 shows 25 simulated trajectories when the daily transmission rate is 0.11, in comparison to the actual trajectory for762

faculty and staff cases. We observe that the observed case counts are reasonably well-represented by the simulation. Growth763

in cases during the semester is driven by an increase in outside infection rate rather than transmission within the Cornell764

population.765

Fig. S5. Projections from our model (blue lines) using the calibrated daily transmission rate, compared with the observed infection trajectory (red line).

3. Parameter Uncertainty766

This section presents our methodology for quantifying the effects of uncertainty in model parameters and additional results767

from applying this methodology not presented in the main paper.768

We are specifically interested in the effect of parameter uncertainty on two outcomes: the safety of a residential semester as769

measured by the number of cases; and the relative safety of a residential semester compared to a virtual one, as measured by770

the difference in infections between these two instruction modes (residential infections - virtual infections). For both outcomes,771

a larger value is worse.772
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To quantify these effects, we773

1. Identify a set of key parameters and their associated uncertainty to define a (joint) prior distribution. There are 12 key774

parameters that govern the number of residential infections and an additional 4 parameters that govern the number of775

virtual infections. These 16 parameters and their corresponding 95% credible intervals are summarized in Table S16.776

2. Construct linear approximations of functions relating the input parameters to 1) the median number of residential777

infections, and 2) the difference in the median number of infections between residential and virtual instruction.778

3. Using the geometry of the prior distribution and the linear approximations constructed in Step 2, identify a family of779

1-dimensional parameter configurations with varying levels of pessimism. For each level of pessimism q, and each of the780

two outcomes (residential infections, residential - virtual infections) identify a set of parameter configurations whose781

median outcome is equal to the q-quantile of this outcome under the prior, as predicted by the linear approximation.782

Then, for each q, select as representative the configuration in this set with the largest density under the prior.783

A. Parameter Scenarios. We adapt ideas from robust optimization (34) to address parameter uncertainty, with the goal of784

identifying and understanding the worst possible outcome over the parameter configurations.785

We begin by constructing an uncertainty set derived from reasonable ranges for each parameter (see the “lower bound” and786

“upper bound” columns in Table S16). These ranges induce a natural central point in the space of parameter configurations,787

where each parameter takes the value at the midpoint of its range. We place a joint multivariate normal prior with independent788

marginals on the parameters with mean at the central point. We assume the range for each parameter given in Table S16 is a789

symmetric 95% credible interval, i.e., the true parameter value lies in this interval with 95% probability. More specifically, we790

define the following notation:791

• x ∈ Rn: vector of parameters; n = 12 for the residential case and n = 16 for the residential-virtual case.792

• LBi, UBi: lower and upper bound of parameter i, as specified in Table S16. By assumption, (LBi, UBi) is a symmetric793

95% credible interval for parameter i and parameters are mutually independent under the prior.794

• Σ = [σij ]: the covariance matrix used in our multivariate normal prior. The components are specified by

σij =
{
σ2
i if i = j,

0 otherwise.

Each standard deviation σi is derived from the range (LBi, UBi) that we assume for parameter i. By virtue of assuming795

this range defines a 95% credible interval and assuming a normal prior, the range is related to the standard deviation by796

the equality 1
2 (UBi − LBi) = 1.96σi.797

• µ = [µi]: the mean of our multivariate normal prior, as well as the central point of our parameter ranges. µi = 1
2 (LBi+UBi)798

for i = 1, . . . , 12.799

Next we consider the development of the linear approximations. As described above, we are interested in two outcomes.800

The first outcome is the number of cases in a residential semester. The second outcome is the number of residential infections801

minus the number of virtual instructions. In both settings, the outcome is worse at larger values.802

To estimate the outcome over the parameter space, we sample 2000 parameter vectors using Latin hypercube sampling over803

the hypercube defined by all 16 ranges. For each parameter vector, we run 50 residential and virtual semester simulations and804

calculate the median value of the outcome of interest. We then construct a linear approximation, c0 + cTx, of the median,805

using linear regression on the corresponding 12 or 16 parameters of interest (x). The coefficients and standard error for each806

parameter in the linear regressions are presented in Tables S17 and S18.807

To summarize uncertainty, we develop a one-dimensional family of parameter configurations associated with increasingly808

pessimistic outcomes. For each y ∈ R, we consider the set A(y) of parameter configurations whose expected outcome under809

the fitted linear model is equal to y. By construction, such sets {A(y), y ∈ R} are hyperplanes normal to c and partition the810

parameter space into two half-spaces. We find y∗ such that the associated half-space, over which the expected outcome under811

the linear model is less than or equal to y∗, contains a prior probability mass of 0.99. We then determine the pessimistic812

configuration by selecting the representative point in A(y∗) with the highest prior density. Figure S6 provides a visualization of813

this setup that may prove helpful in interpreting the following more precise explanation of how we summarize uncertainty.814

For any y ∈ R, the set of parameter configurations with expected outcome equal to y under the linear model is the hyperplane

A(y) = {x : c0 + cTx = y}.

Consider the half-space defined by this hyperplane over which the expected outcome under the linear model is less than or equal
to y, {x : c0 + cTx ≤ y}. Let q(y) = P (c0 + cTX ≤ y) be the prior probability mass in this half space, where X ∼ N (µ,Σ).
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Parameter Meaning Lower Bound (LB) Upper Bound (UB) Justification for choice of range
Asymptomatic
probability multi-
plier

Multiplier applied to P (asymptomatic) for
each group, other severity levels scaled
accordingly

24/47 70/47 CDC planning scenarios range: (15%,
70%), we use upper bound from here and
our estimate of 47% for US population to
define range.

Initial prevalence
multiplier

Multiplier applied to initial prevalence 0.5 1.5 Base estimate uses 10x under-reporting
rate. Estimate at the time for most states
was 6-10x, with a max of 23x. Our
reasonable aggregate estimate is 5-20x
under-reporting.

R0 The baseline transmission rate of the dis-
ease is calibrated to an estimate of R0

1 4 CDC planning scenarios indicated the
best guess was 2.5 (center) and pes-
simistic estimate was 4 (upper bound).

Outside infection
multiplier

Multiplier applied to outside infection rate 0.5 1.5 Reasonable range representing our un-
certainty.

Daily self-report
probability

Daily probability that symptomatic person
will self-report

0.22 0.5 Lower bound estimate from CDC time for
seeking care for flu (11). This is likely
pessimistic due to public awareness. A
reasonable upper bound is people report-
ing symptoms within 2 days on average.

Contact Tracing
multiplier

Multiplier on the effectiveness of contact
tracing

1 2 Base estimate is from contact tracing ef-
fectiveness in Ithaca in the summer 2020.
During the semester, we expect contact
tracing to be slightly more effective (e.g.
adaptive testing).

Contact Tracing
testing ratio

Number of individuals identified per con-
tact trace from surveillance testing posi-
tive relative to a symptomatic self-report

0.5 1.5 Our baseline estimate is that contact trac-
ing should be as effective in both scenar-
ios. We construct a reasonable range
with center 1.

Test sensitivity Sensitivity of surveillance tests 0.4 0.8 Reasonable range based on our group
testing protocol.

Test non-
compliance

Probability a surveillance test will be
skipped

0.05 0.15 All students signed a behavioral compact,
giving the university the ability to enforce
compliance.

Exposed time
(days)

Expected time in Exposed state 1 3 Reasonable range based on disease pro-
gression.

Infectious time
(days)

Expected time in Infectious state 2 4 Reasonable range based on disease pro-
gression.

Symptomatic time
(days)

Expected time in Symptomatic / Asymp-
tomatic state

11 13 Reasonable range based on disease pro-
gression.

Persistent non-
compliance

Percent of students in a virtual scenario
who would not enroll in the surveillance
testing program

0.25 0.75 Since Cornell would have limited enforce-
ment options, many students may not
inform the university that they have re-
turned to Ithaca.

Intermittent non-
compliance

In a virtual scenario, percent of sched-
uled surveillance tests that will be
skipped

0.25 0.75 The percent of surveillance tests being
skipped will be higher than under the res-
idential scenario since the university has
limited enforcement.

Virtual Transmis-
sions per Day

Ratio of the transmission rate of students
for the virtual scenario relative to the res-
idential scenario

0.97 1.5 Due to the university’s limited enforce-
ment of masking, social distancing and
testing, there will likely be an increase in
transmission among students. The lower
bound of 0.97 is explained in the virtual
instruction section.

Virtual Population
Size

The number of returning undergraduate
and class based graduate students

0 (4500 UGs,
4770 GS other)

1 (7950 UGs,
5850 GS other)

Based on survey results of students.
Lower bound is from proportions that
replied “very or somewhat likely to re-
turn”, upper bound students who an-
swered “it depends / undecided”.

Table S16. Parameter ranges. The first twelve are for the residential investigation; the last four are additional parameters for the virtual case.
The last parameter, “virtual population size”, is standardized to [0,1] which linearly interpolates between the lower and upper bounds.
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Parameter Linear coefficient Std. Err P > |t| Coef × range Pessimistic value
Regression Const 1014.7 429.2 0.018
Asymptomatic prob multiplier 570.5 61.0 0.000 558.3 1.18
Initial prevalence multiplier 184.4 59.8 0.002 184.4 1.06
R0 409.1 19.9 0.000 1227.3 3.72
Outside infection multiplier 86.7 59.5 0.146 86.6 1.03
Daily self-report probability -623.0 213.0 0.003 -174.4 0.34
Contact Tracing multiplier -659.7 59.6 0.000 -659.7 1.28
Contact Tracing testing ratio -571.2 59.6 0.000 -571.2 0.81
Test sensitivity -1771.7 149.2 0.000 -708.7 0.51
Test non-compliance 1855.8 596.4 0.002 185.6 0.11
Exposed time (days) -19.7 29.8 0.510 -39.3 1.97
Infectious time (days) 89.9 29.8 0.003 179.8 3.12
Symptomatic time (days) -2.3 29.8 0.939 -4.6 12.0

Table S17. Fitted linear coefficient and computed pessimistic value for the residential instruction scenario.

Parameter Linear coefficient Std. Err P > |t| Coef × range Pessimistic value
Regression Const 19870 827.5 0.000
Asymptomatic prob multiplier -4341.5 109.3 0.000 -4249.2 0.74
Initial prevalence multiplier -119.8 106.9 0.263 -119.8 0.99
R0 -2493.7 35.6 0.000 -7481.1 1.11
Outside infection multiplier 6.1 106.7 0.954 6.1 1.00
Daily self-report probability 2645.8 380.6 0.000 740.8 0.37
Contact Tracing multiplier 951.1 106.6 0.000 951.1 1.56
Contact Tracing testing ratio 92.4 106.8 0.387 92.4 1.00
Test sensitivity 184.9 267.0 0.489 74.0 0.60
Test non-compliance 2769.7 1066.2 0.009 277.0 0.10
Exposed time (days) -24.5 53.3 0.645 -49.1 1.99
Infectious time (days) -538.2 53.2 0.000 -1076.4 2.87
Symptomatic time (days) -261.6 53.3 0.000 -523.2 11.94
Persistent Non-compliance -3474.3 213.4 0.000 -1737.1 0.45
Intermittent non-compliance -2218.5 213.0 0.000 -1109.2 0.47
Virtual Transmissions per Day -5522.9 201.0 0.000 -2927.1 1.14
Virtual Population Size -1207.2 106.9 0.000 -1207.2 0.43
Table S18. Fitted linear coefficient and computed pessimistic value for residential - virtual infections.

Let y∗ be such that q(y∗) = 0.99, so that y∗ is such that the median outcome is less than y∗ with prior probability 0.99. To
find y∗, recall that X ∼ N (µ,Σ), so c0 + cTX ∼ N (c0 + cTµ, cTΣc), and then

P (c0 + cTX ≤ y∗) = 0.99

⇐⇒ P (c
TX − cTµ− c0√

cTΣc
≤ y∗ − cTµ− c0√

cTΣc
) = 0.99

⇐⇒ y∗ − cTµ− c0√
cTΣc

= Φ−1(0.99)

⇐⇒ y∗ = Φ−1(0.99)
√
cTΣc+ cTµ+ c0.

Let x(y∗) be the point with the largest prior density in the hyperplane A(y∗). We claim that x(y∗) is the unique point815

in A(y∗) lying on the line through µ in the direction Σc, that is x(y∗) ∈ {µ+ λΣc : λ ∈ R}. Why? Maximizing the density816

over A(y∗) is equivalent to minimizing the quantity (x− µ)TΣ−1(x− µ) over all x ∈ A(y∗), i.e., over all points x satisfying817

c0 + cTx = y∗. To find the optimum, define the Lagrangian L(x; η) = (x− µ)TΣ−1(x− µ)− η(c0 + cTx− y∗); the optimum818

is characterized by the equation ∇xL(x; η) = 0, for some Lagrange multiplier η ∈ R. The gradient of the Lagrangian is819

∇xL(x; η) = 2Σ−1(x−µ)− ηc, so the optimal point is given by x(y∗) = µ+ η
2 Σc, which is on the line through µ in the direction820

Σc as originally claimed.821

We can thus find x(y∗) as the unique point in the intersection of the hyperplane A(y∗) and the ray {µ+ λΣc : λ ∈ R}. We
find that λ = Φ−1(0.99)/

√
cTΣc, and so the pessimistic point is given by

x(y∗) = µ+ Φ−1(0.99)√
cTΣc

Σc.
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Fig. S6. Contours of the prior of the 12 parameters for the residential setting projected onto the space spanned by c (red arrow) and Σc (blue arrow). Without loss of generality,
we align the vertical axis with the direction of c. The green line represents the hyperplane A(y∗) = {x : c0 + cT x = y∗}, which is perpendicular to c. The red dot
represents x(y∗), the unique point in A(y∗) that lies on the line through µ in the direction Σc.
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Fig. S7. Plot depicts the relative parameter values of both pessimistic scenarios.

Parameter 2020 Optimistic 2020 Nominal 2020 Pessimistic
Asymptomatic prob multiplier 1 1 1
Initial prevalence multiplier 1 1 1
R0 1.75 2.5 3.25
Outside infection multiplier 1 1 1
Daily self-report probability 0.18 0.18 0.18
Contact Tracing multiplier 1 1 1
Contact Tracing testing ratio 0.5 0.5 0.5
Test sensitivity 0.7 0.6 0.5
Test non-compliance 0.1 0.1 0.1
Exposed time (days) 2 2 2
Infectious time (days) 3 3 3
Symptomatic time (days) 12 12 12

Table S19. Parameter values for scenarios used in summer 2020 analysis. In this analysis the daily self-report probability should have been
0.22, but we used 0.18 due to a calculation error.

B. Scenarios from June 2020 report. As noted in Sections 1B and 1E of the paper, the nominal scenario reported here differs822

from the one reported in our June 2020 report (1). The 2020 nominal scenario was developed under time pressure and was823

intended to play a central role in the thinking of decision makers. It was therefore chosen to be somewhat conservative (meaning824

erring on the side of increased infections) with regard to a number of key parameters, especially contact-tracing parameters, as825

opposed to the nominal scenario presented here that is instead meant to represent our best estimate of the parameter values.826

Except for those key parameters, the 2020 nominal scenario resembles the nominal scenario reported here. The 2020 report827

also defined optimistic and pessimistic scenarios that, likewise, do not coincide with scenarios presented here. Table S19 lists828

the parameters for the scenarios explored in the 2020 report. See, also, Table S20.829
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C. Comparison of Prior to Calibrated Outcomes. Table S20 summarizes key parameter differences between nominal, pessimistic,830

Summer 2020 nominal and calibrated scenarios. The calibrated scenario includes parameter values that were directly estimated831

according to data from Fall 2020 or calibrated based on both our simulation model and data. Below we summarize how the 5832

calibrated values compared to our prior range.833

• Transmissions per day: The students with the highest transmission rate (Greek + Athletes) were within our prior range834

for transmissions. However, we overestimated the transmission rate for the remaining students.835

• Cases found per contact trace: the effectiveness of contact tracing was very close to our nominal estimate.836

• Initial prevalence: The students with the highest initial prevalence (Greek + Athletes) were within our prior range for837

initial prevalence. However, we overestimated the initial prevalence for the remaining groups.838

• Outside infection rate: In the calibrated model, our definition for outside infection rate changed since we no longer839

explicitly modeled an Ithaca sub-population. Therefore, in the calibrated model an outside infection corresponds to any840

infection that originates outside the Cornell community. In all other scenarios, an outside infection refers to an infection841

from outside the Cornell or Ithaca community. Therefore, our prior range does not map conveniently to the calibrated842

definition.843

• Test compliance for students: We underestimated the test compliance among students.844

Since the groups changed between the uncertainty analysis and calibrated scenarios, some of the original 12 parameters in845

the uncertainty analysis are not appropriate for describing the calibrated scenario. For example, we used an outside infection846

multiplier to adjust all outside infection rates together in our uncertainty analysis. However, during our calibration, we arrived847

at group-specific rates which could not be mapped back to a single multiplier value. Therefore, we have replaced some of the848

12 uncertainty parameters with new parameters that describe the same quantity (typically in different units).849

As articulated in the faculty and staff calibration section, we assume that test compliance among this group is 1. This850

is because in the calibration for this group the testing frequency was directly estimated from data, which implies perfect851

compliance in the calibration simulations. Lastly, we used 0.18 as the daily self-report probability in summer 2020 scenarios852

because of a calibration error.853
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Parameter Calibrated Prior Range Nominal Pessimistic (Residential) Summer 2020 Nominal

Transmissions
per day

0.3742 (Greek + Athlete)
0.0867 (UG other)

0.0441 (GS)
0.11 (Faculty / Staff)

0.1217-0.4869 (UG Dorm)
0.0878-0.3512 (UG Off)
0.0528-0.2110 (GS re-
search)
0.0726-0.2906 (GS class)
0.0705-0.2819 (FS stu-
dent)
0.0328-0.1310 (FS not stu-
dent)
0.0297-0.1187 (FS off)

0.3043 (UG Dorm)
0.2195 (UG Off)

0.1319 (GS research)
0.1816 (GS class)

0.1762 (FS student)
0.0819 (FS not student)

0.0742 (FS off)

0.4291 (UG Dorm)
0.3095 (UG Off)

0.1860 (GS research)
0.2561 (GS class)

0.2622 (FS student)
0.1219 (FS not student)

0.1104 (FS off)

0.3043 (UG Dorm)
0.2195 (UG Off)

0.1319 (GS research)
0.1816 (GS class)

0.1762 (FS student)
0.0819 (FS not student)

0.0742 (FS off)

Cases found
per Contact
Trace

1.329 0.92 - 1.84 1.38 1.214 0.92

Contact Trac-
ing Testing ra-
tio

1 0.5-1.5 1 0.84 0.5

Initial preva-
lence

0.163% (Greek + Athlete)
0.040% (UG other)
0 (GS + Faculty / Staff)

0.095% - 0.285% (UG +
GS class)
0.0575% - 0.1725% (GS re-
search)
0.04% - 0.12% (Faculty /
Staff)

0.19% (UG + GS class)
0.115% (GS research)
0.08% (Faculty / Staff)

0.20% (UG + GS class)
0.121% (GS research)
0.084% (Faculty / Staff)

0.19% (UG + GS class)
0.115% (GS research)
0.08% (Faculty / Staff)

Asymptomatic
probability
multiplier

1 24/47-70/47 1 1.18 1

Outside infec-
tion rate

1.42× 10−5 (Greek + Ath-
lete)
7.11× 10−6 (UG other)
6.45× 10−6 (GS)
Depends on local weekly
Covid cases (Faculty /
Staff)

0.6× 10−5 − 1.8× 10−5 1.2× 10−5 1.27× 10−5 1.2× 10−5

Daily self-
report proba-
bility

0.36 0.22-0.5 0.36 0.34 0.18

Test sensitiv-
ity

0.6 0.4-0.8 0.6 0.51 0.6

Test compli-
ance

0.974 (Students)
1 (Faculty / Staff)

0.85-0.95 0.9 0.89 0.9

Exposed
Time

2 1-3 2 1.97 2

Infectious
Time

3 2-4 3 3.12 3

Symptomatic
Time

12 11-13 12 12.0 12

Table S20. Summary of key parameter differences between calibrated, nominal, pessimistic, and Summer 2020 nominal scenarios. Blue
indicates values calibrated directly to data and purple shows values calibrated via simulation. All remaining values are determined by
assumption.
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D. Sensitivity analysis for individual parameters. This section includes sensitivity analysis for model inputs. For the first 12854

parameters, we show the sensitivity of residential infections and for the final 4 we show the sensitivity for virtual infections.855

(a) Asymptomatic probability (b) Initial prevalence

(c) R0 (d) Outside infection rate

(e) Daily self-report probability (f) Contact tracing effectiveness

Fig. S8. Each plot depicts the 50th percentile of infections, with a wider range corresponding to the 10-90th percentile range, as the stated parameter varies, for both the
nominal and pessimistic (residential) scenarios.
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(a) Contact tracing effectiveness for surveillance testing positives (b) Test sensitivity

(c) Test non-compliance rate (d) Expected time in Exposed state

(e) Expected time in Infectious state (f) Expected time in Symptomatic and Asymptomatic states

Fig. S9. Each plot depicts the 50th percentile of infections, with a wider range corresponding to the 10-90th percentile range, as the stated parameter varies, for both the
nominal and pessimistic (residential) scenarios.
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(a) Intermittent Non-compliance in Virtual Scenario (b) Persistent Non-compliance in Virtual Scenario

(c) Population Size in Virtual Scenario (d) Virtual Scenario Transmission Multiplier

Fig. S10. Each plot depicts the 50th percentile of virtual instruction infections, with a wider range corresponding to the 10-90th percentile range, as the stated parameter varies
for the nominal scenario. Non-monotonicity is due to simulation error.

E. Correlation of Infection and Hospitalization metrics. In this section, we present graphs that demonstrate that the simulated856

number of Cornell infections is positively correlated with the number of Ithaca infections and Cornell and Ithaca hospitalizations.857

Due to this correlation, we use the number of Cornell infections as our primary metric.858

In Figure S11, each point corresponds to a parameter vector sampled from the prior described earlier in this section.859

Fig. S11. Plot depicts the correlation of alternative metrics (Cornell hospitalizations, Ithaca hospitalizations, Ithaca infections) with the number of Cornell infections for parameter
vectors sampled from the prior distribution.
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